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     ABSTRACT 
Although carbonate reservoirs hold a wealth of hydrocarbon, they are among the 
most difficult types of reservoirs to be characterized. Carbonate reservoirs by nature have 
complex depositional environments and diagenetic processes in which brittle, ductile, 
fractured rocks, and vugular pores may all exist within small interval. This huge variance 
in the rock mechanical properties can cause challenges in the reservoir’s development, 
especially in applications related to geomechanics. 
The main objective of this research is to geomechanically characterize and 
correlate the carbonate mechanical properties with their petrophysical properties. A 
comprehensive review for the geomechanical-petrophysical properties of carbonates was 
conducted from previous studies. Data from offset well have also been used to develop 
an integrated methodology that examines the uncertainty of carbonate wellbore integrity.  
The results present a new engineering classification to evaluate the carbonate 
drillability and deformability. Additional developments regarding the relationships 
between the carbonate compressive strength and confining pressure, maximum shear 
stress and mean stress, and internal friction angle and unconfined compressive strength 
(UCS) are systematically investigated based on the compiled database. New correlations 
to predict the UCS and Young’s modulus of each carbonate type have been developed 
from the petrophysical properties. Applying P90 as a threshold on the estimated 
minimum mud weight proved to be conservative. For fracture mud weight, the field data 
showed that the P50 threshold did not prevent fluid losses. This study contributes toward 
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Carbonate reservoirs hold more than 60% of the world’s oil and 40% of the 
world’s gas reserves (Schlumberger, 2009), and thus understanding their mechanical 
properties becomes an essential task to better optimize their applications related to 
wellbore stability analysis (Kumar, 1976; Aadnoy and Chenevert, 1987), evaluating rock 
drillability (Cooper and Hatherly, 2003; Nygaard and Hareland, 2007), estimating 
reservoir compaction and surface subsidence (Fjaer et al. 2008), and enhancing 
production stimulation (Pujiastuti et al. 2010). Carbonate rocks are deposited in marine 
environments and are mainly composed of limestone and dolomite based on their mineral 
compositions, either calcium carbonate or magnesium carbonate, respectively 
(Chilingarian et al. 1992).  
By nature, carbonate reservoirs have complex depositional environments and 
diagenetic processes that control the spatial distribution of their mechanical properties. 
The term “diagenesis” refers to the changing texture and mineralogy of unconsolidated 
sediments within the rock due to chemical and physical processes (Akbar et al. 1995; Ahr 
et al. 2003). Five main mechanisms of diagenetic processes may be encountered in 
carbonate rocks: compaction, degradation, aggradation, stylolitization, and fracturing 
(Akbar et al. 1995). On the other hand, carbonate sediments contain metastable minerals 
at the initial period of deposition that may undergo substantial alteration by these 
diagenetic processes. With increasing overburden pressure and chemical interaction of 
these minerals with interstitial active fluids, the original texture of the rock fabric may 
dissolve or alter, which produces complex pore structures ranging from sub-micro to 
centimeters in addition to the initial porosity at deposition (Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1. Pore types and diagenetic processes of carbonate rocks. 
 
  The changes in rock fabric produce a complex pore structure in which ductile, 
brittle, fractured rocks and vugular pores may all exist within small interval of carbonate 
reservoirs. This variance in the rock mechanical properties can lead to an inaccurate 
understanding of the reservoir, and potentially cause a range of wellbore instability 
problems, such as differential pipe sticking, tight hole, and lost circulation. These 
challenges and applications show the need to have tools to establish simple systematic 
characterizations, classifications, and relationships in which the carbonate mechanical 
properties can be easily determined from conventional well logs for application purposes. 
    
1.1. THEORY OF ROCK FAILURE 
A rock is failed, either by fracture or flawed, when a sufficient magnitude of stress 
concentration has been reached. In general, brittle rocks break suddenly with the 
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occurrence of tensile/shear fractures, creating a large strength drop with little or no plastic 
deformation (Zhang et al. 2016). A linear relationship between compressive strength and 
confining pressure is well applicable to some brittle rocks (Brace, 1964). In contrast, 
ductile rocks undergo a large permanent deformation before fracturing (Handin and 
Hager, 1957), and it is practically independent of confining pressure (Robertson, 1955). 
There are also other cases in which a rock deviates from the above mentioned behaviors 
(i.e., either brittleness or ductility). For instance, the ultimate strength raises rapidly with 
pressure at first, then the strength-pressure curves move more slowly and become 
concave before moving downward (Handin and Hager, 1957). On the other hand, there 
is a considerable increasing of yield stress of ductile rocks with pressure (Mogi, 1966). 
This reveals that the pressure effect on rock strength is quite different between brittle and 
ductile rocks, and it is controlled by many factors such as stress history, strain rate, 
temperature, and rock composition and compaction. 
 
1.2. DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF ROCK MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
There are two direct methods to estimate the rock mechanical properties, static and 
dynamic. The direct-static method is used to test the specimen under uniaxial and triaxial 
compressive tests (Figure 1.2). Testing procedures for the direct method have been 
standardized by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the 
International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM). The rock strength and Young’s 
modulus can be measured by subjecting cylindrical samples (2:1, ratio of length to width) 
to an axial load (Goodman, 1980). Strain gauges continuously record both lateral and 
axial strains.  
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In the uniaxial compressive test (Figure 1.2a), an axial stress is applied without 
confining pressure in which the maximum ordinate of the stress-strain curve represents 
the rock strength or the unconfined compressive strength (UCS). Under this 
circumstance, the static elastic modulus can be determined from the data of the loading 
portion of the load/deformation curve within the elastic limit.  
 
                
Figure 1.2. Compression tests (a) Uniaxial and (b) Triaxial. 
At depth, however, rock is subjected to axial and lateral stresses, and thus the 
rock’s compressive strength is altered. To simulate such subsurface circumstance (i.e., 
applied pressures), the triaxial compression test is used in which a confining pressure is 
radially applied around the core specimen (Figure 1.2b).  In fact, the results of uniaxial 
and triaxial tests carried out large scattering, depending on factors such as rock 
compaction and texture. Furthermore, they are highly sensitive to the loading rate, time, 
temperature, and style of loading (Goodman, 1980).  
b 
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In contrast, the mechanical properties of rock can be determined by measuring the 
acoustic travel time through core specimens with a high frequency impulse, which is 
known as the direct-dynamic or dynamic sonic-velocity technique. This practice follows 
the fact that the physical and the mechanical properties of rocks are affected by the same 
factors, such as velocity, elastic properties, and porosity (Chang et al. 2006). However, 
static and dynamic mechanical properties differ in their measurements because of liquid 
saturation effects, and frequency and loading conditions (Yale and Jamieson, 1994; 
Edlmann et al. 1998). In other words, the high frequency of dynamic measurements can 
lead the pore fluid to support some of the elastic loading of the rock while the low 
frequency of static tests allow the pore fluid to drain out of the regions under stress (Yale 
and Jamieson, 1994; Chang et al. 2006). Therefore, the differences in the frequency and 
loading conditions of static and dynamic tests allow for static tests to yield large 
deformation (i.e., both elastic and inelastic portions) which would not occur in the 
deformation of acoustic wave passage (i.e., only elastic portion).   
 
1.3. INDIRECT MEASUREMENT OF ROCK MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
              Although coring and rock testing are the ideal methods used to determine the 
rock mechanical properties, rock testing provides discrete data measurements which may 
not be completely accurate in determining rock mechanical properties being that the 
number of core samples are often limited for cost and time-saving purposes. In addition, 
high quality core samples in sufficient quantities are rarely recovered from carbonate 
reservoirs because the rock might be weak, thinly bedded, and highly fractured (Ceryan 
et al. 2013). This difficult task can lead to an inadequate understanding of reservoir 
properties and a poor prediction of the rock mechanical properties. To overcome these 
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challenges, empirical relationships based on regression analysis and an artificial neural 
networks (ANNs) can be applied in terms of petrophysical well logs to provide a 
continuous mechanical analysis along the borehole when sufficient core samples are not 
available. 
1.4. UNCETRTAINTY OF WELLBORE STABILITY ANALYSIS  
   For a combination of stress and pore pressure around the wellbore, wellbore 
stability analysis is used to determine the critical wellbore pressures, or mud weights, to 
maintain the wellbore from either collapsing or fracturing (Aadnoy and Chenevert, 1987). 
According to Bradley (1979), the stress-induced borehole failure can be grouped into 
three classes: hole size reduction due to the flowing of soft rocks (such as shale and salt) 
into the wellbore, hole size enlargement due to the failure of brittle rocks into the wellbore 
(such as sloughing shale), and fracturing due to the artificial tensile rocks (i.e., excessive 
wellbore pressure by drilling mud). 
To reduce the stress around the wellbore and thus avert the compressive rock 
failure, a drilling mud is used to increase the wellbore pressure. On the other hand, the 
increasing of mud weight may result in tensile fracturing causing lost circulation. 
Therefore, a balance in the mud weight is required to keep the wellbore from either 
collapsing or fracturing (Bradly, 1979). The limits of mud weights can be identified based 
on the deterministic model in which the constitutive model, failure criteria, and 
geomechanical input parameters are combined. However, borehole instability is a 
continuing problem in the petroleum industry and should be examined for saving yearly 
expenditures (Bradley, 1979). The borehole failure can be caused from misunderstanding 
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the wellbore conditions, lack of available data, and improper interpretation of 
geomechanical parameters, including in-situ stress, mechanical rock properties, and pore 
pressure. Previous studies (e.g., Anderson et al. 1973; Bradley, 1979; Aadnoy and 
Chenevert, 1987) showed that adding probabilistic methods to deterministic wellbore 
stability analysis is an effective way to capture the uncertainty of geomechanical 
parameters. The estimated bounds of mud weight prediction will be presented as 
probability distribution functions instead of discrete values. A major issue with most 
literature is the assumptions used when representing the uncertainty of input parameters 
without validation through collected field data (e.g., Al-Ajmi and Al-Harthy, 2010; 
Udegbunam et al. 2014). Therefore, it is essential to improve the wellbore conditions in 
carbonate formations through better correlations of geomechanical parameters and 
including the realistic uncertainties of these parameters. 
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2. LITERATURE STUDY 
The main objective of this section is to review previous studies that investigated 
the carbonate mechanical properties in the following areas: carbonate deformation, 
engineering classification, empirical relationships used to predict UCS and E, prediction 
tools of shear wave velocities, and adding the probability theory to the deterministic 
wellbore stability analysis for predicting the critical mud weights under uncertain 
conditions, followed by identifying the current gaps and limitations in the literature. 
 
2.1. STATIC MEASUREMENT OF CARBONATE MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES 
 The pressure dependence of carbonate strength has been investigated in many 
studies (e.g., Robertson, 1955; Handin and Hager, 1957; Mogi, 1965; Blanton, 1981; 
Descamps et al. 2012). Under uniaxial and triaxial compression tests, Table A.1 in 
Appendix-A lists these studies regarding the deformation of carbonate rocks. Also, a 
review was conducted to establish five mechanical properties of carbonates from their 
petrophysical properties, as outlined in Table A.2 and Figures (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (A.4), 
and (A.5) in Appendix A. These properties are UCS, E, v, K, and G, respectively, where 
the unconfined compressive strength of rock (UCS) is a measure of a material’s strength 
or is defined as the ratio of the maximum load at failure to the cross-sectional area of the 
specimen before the test. This property corresponds to the stress at fracturing in brittle 
rocks while it also corresponds to the breaking strength of ductile materials, which 
undergo a large permanent deformation before rupturing (Handin and Hager, 1957).  
Depending on the mode of the acting force on the rock, three elastic moduli can be 
measured: Young’s modulus, bulk modulus, and shear modulus. Young’s modulus (E) 
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identifies the rock stiffness, which can be determined based on the ratio of axial stress to 
the resulted strain. The bulk modulus, or K, measures the resistance of material to an 
overall gain or loss of volume, which describes the volumetric deformation in conditions 
of hydrostatic pressure (Goodman, 1980). In contrast, the shear modulus (G) describes 
the substance’s tendency to shear without a change in volume. Poisson’s ratio (v) is 
another elastic constant that reflects the compressibility of materials perpendicular to the 
applied stress, or the ratio of lateral to longitudinal strains.  
 
2.2. ENGINEERING CLASSIFICATION OF CARBONATE ROCKS 
Carbonate rocks have a scattering array of heterogeneity that is required to be 
subdivided into meaningful groups. This scattering means that dealing with each rock 
failure mode separately is not sufficient in identifying their response to the applied 
stresses. In other words, a single property, either UCS or E, does not completely define 
carbonate mechanical behavior (i.e., rock drillability and deformation). To overcome this 
challenge, Deere and Miller (1966) developed an engineering classification system for 
intact rocks, including limestone and dolomite, based on the compressive strength and 
modulus ratio of rocks. The modulus ratio presents the ratio of elastic modulus (E) to 
compressive strength (UCS). In their classification, the modulus ratio of carbonate rocks 
ranges from 250 to 700 with a mean of 420, which was established based on only 77 data 
points. Furthermore, the category of rock strength is relatively complex and is established 
based on only 257 data points of intact rocks (igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary). 
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2.3. REVIEW OF EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS FOR UCS AND E 
PREDICTION 
The estimation of rock strength and Young’s modulus for applications related to 
geomechanics based on indirect methods has the advantage of simplicity, timesaving, 
cost saving, and being nondestructive where sufficient core samples are not available. 
Table (2.1) and Table (2.2) outline previous empirical relationships for estimating UCS 
and E, respectively, as a function of different factors. It is worth mentioning that porosity 
has been considered as a basic input parameter in this study and previous studies to relate 
the rock mechanical properties, as this property is readable from well log measurements, 
indicative of rock compaction, and important for reservoir simulation. Another 
worthwhile issue is that porosity may not be directly available in many previous studies. 
Instead, the compressional wave or traveling time is available, and thus Wyllie’s time-
average equation (1956) can be applied.  
In 1971, Rzhevsky and Novick presented Eq. (1) to correlate the strength of 
limestone with porosity. Similarly, Chang et al. (2006) reviewed Eqs. (10) and (11) to 
relate the UCS of limestone and dolomite with ∅, respectively, with certain limits of 
applications. For chalk, Faÿ-gomord et al. (2016) introduced an integrated 
petrographical, petrophysical, and geomechanical study based on different chalk samples 
(i.e., wide ranges of porosities and strengths). They developed negative-exponential 
relationships for UCS in Eq. 16, and E in Eq. 20 with porosity. 
Other researchers (Militzer and Stoll, 1973; Golubev and Rabinovich, 1976; Yasar 
and Erdogan, 2004; and Najibi et al. 2015) estimated the compressive strength of 
limestone by a direct-dynamic method in which the travel times of compressional wave 
through core sample and is accounted as listed in Table (2.1), Eqs. (2), (3), (7) and (15), 
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respectively. Using the same technique (i.e., ultrasonic wave velocity), two researchers 
(Yasar and Erdogan, 2004; Najibi et al. 2015) correlate the dynamic Young’s modulus 
with the compressional wave ௣ܸ by Eqs. (18) and (19), respectively. 
 
Table 2.1. Previous empirical relationships between unconfined compressive strength 









Rzhevsky and Novick (1971) 276	ሺ1 െ 3߶ሻଶ  1 
Militzer and Stoll (1973) 2.45	 ௣ܸଵ.଼ଶ  2 
Golubev and Rabinovich (1976) ܮ݋݃	ܷܥܵ	 ൌ 	0.358	 ௣ܸ 	൅ 0.279  3 
Farquhar et al. (1994) 174.8 expሺെ9.3	߶ሻ 0.68 4 
Lacy (1997) 13.256	ܧௌଶ ൅ 	16.952		ܧௌ 0.84 5 
Hatzor and Palchik (1998) 3.14	ܧ଴.ଶହ/ሺ߶଴.ସହ݀௠଴.ହ) 0.84 6 
Yasar and Erdogan (2004) ൫ ௣ܸ 0.0317⁄ ൯ െ 63.71 0.80 7 
Chang et al. (2006) 13.8	E0.51 		ሾ10 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 300	ܯܲܽሿ	  8 
Chang et al. (2006) 25.1	E0.34  		ሾ60 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 100	ܯܲܽሿ	  9 
Chang et al. (2006) 143.8 expሺെ6.95	߶ሻ 
ሾ0.05 ൏ ߶ ൏ 0.2ሿ and [30 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 150	ܯܲܽሿ 
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Chang et al. (2006) 135.9 expሺെ4.8	߶ሻ 
ሾ0 ൏ ߶ ൏ 0.2ሿ  and ሾ10 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 300	ܯܲܽሿ 
 11 
Prasad et al. (2009) 31031/ሺ∆ݐଵ.ହ݀௠଴.ଶହሻ 0.87 12 
Asef and Farrokhrouz (2010) 2.94	ሺܧ଴.଼ଷସ ߶଴.଴଼଼ሻ⁄  0.77 13 
Najibi et al. (2015) 11.05	ܧௌ଴.଺଺ 0.79 14 
Najibi et al. (2015) 3.67	 ௣ܸଶ.ଵସ 0.81 15 
Faÿ-gomord et al. (2016) 81.386	exp	ሺെ6.5߶ሻ 0.75 16 
 Units used are UCS in MPa, ܧ and ܧݏ	in GPa, ܸ݌ in Km/sec,	∆ݐ in µsec/ft, ݀݉ in mm and Ø in fraction 
 
Table 2.2. Previous empirical relationships between Young’s modulus and other 









Farquhar et al. (1994) 69.05	݁ݔ݌ሺെ	6.0߶ሻ 0.75 17 
Yasar and Erdogan (2004) ൫ ௣ܸ 0.0937⁄ ൯ െ 18.71 0.86 18 
Najibi et al. (2015) 0.169	 ௣ܸ3.324 0.90 19 
Faÿ-gomord et al. (2016) 249.968 expሺെ10.8	߶ሻ 0.70 20 
  Units used are UCS in MPa, ܧ in GPa, ܸ݌ in Km/sec and Ø in fraction. 
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Farquhar et al. (1994) examined whether porosity is a geomechanics indicator for 
carbonate rocks. Based on that study, researchers developed Eqs. (4) and (17) to estimate 
UCS and Es of carbonate rocks, as outlined in Tables (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Chang 
et al. (2006) and Najibi et al. (2015) presented correlations to relate the limestone strength 
with its stiffness, as tabulated in Table (2.1) and Eqs. (8) and (14), respectively. In 
contrast, Asef and Farrokhrouz (2010) developed an empirical correlation (Eq. 13) to 
take into account the combined effect of ߶ and Es on the strength of carbonate rocks. 
Besides that, Lacy (1997) found a correlation (Eq. 5) between UCS and Es based 
on different sedimentary rocks. For dolomite, other researchers (Hatzor and Palchik, 
1998; Chang et al. 2006 and Prasad et al. 2009) showed the combined effects of many 
parameters on the strength estimate of dolomite, which are respectively outlined in Eqs. 
(6), (9), and (12) in Table (2.1). While the mean grain size dm, ߶, and travel time ∆t have 
a negative effect on the dolomite strength, a positive effect of E can be detected in the 
same rock. 
  
2.4. PREDICTION TOOLS OF SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY 
Borehole-based rock mechanical properties are not directly measured in the 
wellbore, and thus the shear wave velocity ( ௌܸሻ	becomes essential to relate with 
conventional well logs. Shear wave velocity has a large number of applications in 
petrophysics (Greenberg and Castagna, 1992; Brie et al. 1995), seismic (Omnes, 1978; 
Leslie and Mons, 1982), and geomechanics (Kumar, 1976; Sinha et al. 2007).  
Regression analysis is one of the most predictive methods that has traditionally 
been used to correlate rock mechanical with other parameters (Dehghan et al. 2010; 
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Ceryan et al. 2013). Many simple models have been developed to estimate the shear wave 
velocities by employing compressional velocity  (Castagna et al. 1993; Brocher, 2005; 
Ameen et al. 2009). Empirical predictions are highly dependent upon the amount of data 
collected. Such predictions may also be used for well planning. However, most previous 
relationships have been developed from limited core measurements and very few attempt 
to predict the ௌܸ of a field case. Many of the developed relationships consider the 
determination coefficient (R2) as a sufficient criterion to evaluate the accuracy of the 
empirical model, which may not always capture the total variation of rock independent 
variables (Dehghan et al. 2010). 
Unlike the statistical methods, an artificial neural networks (ANNs) has been 
characterized to model a complex rock system even when the exact relationship between 
system parameters is unknown (Meulenkamp and Grima, 1999; Dehghan et al. 2010). 
The fundamental basis of the ANNs is their ability to learn and generalize the behavior 
of a system using sets of connection weights (Ceryan et al. 2013). Many researchers 
(Maleki et al. 2014; Zoveidavianpoor, 2017) have shown the capability of using artificial 
intelligence methods for ௌܸ estimates. These models were developed for a specific 
geographical area and there is no empirical model that can estimate ௌܸ using ANNs.    
 
2.5. WELLBORE STABILITY ANALYSIS BASED ON PROBABILISTIC 
APPROACHES  
In recent years, the uncertainties involved in determining the critical mud weights 
for borehole stability have become a cause of concern. More uncertainty of 
geomechanical data meant that operators faced more drilling challenges with inexplicable 
differences between the predicted and required mud pressures. Thus, the traditional 
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deterministic wellbore stability analysis (e.g., Anderson et al. 1973; Bradley, 1979; 
Aadnoy and Chenevert, 1987) has been expanded to include the probabilistic techniques 
for identifying the likelihood of instabilities (e.g., Morita, 1995; Moos et al. 2003; Al-
Ajmi and Al-Harthy, 2010; Aadnoy, 2011; Gholami et al. 2015). The rationale of this 
shift is to quantify the uncertainties of key parameters, namely the in-situ state of stresses, 
rock strength, and pore pressure. Well log measurements, heterogeneous nature of the 
geological strata, and erroneous interpretations of in-situ stresses are great contributors 
to the uncertainty of wellbore stability analysis. The common lack of core samples and 
rock mechanical tests to calibrate well-log based strength also increases the importance 
of including uncertainty when applying empirical correlations. There are a number of 
errors through which uncertainties arise in wellbore stability analysis. On the other hand, 
Aadnoy (2011) stated that the uncertainties of geomechanical parameters for wellbore 
stability analysis are at present “educated guesses”. 
 Figure 2.1 briefly presents the flowchart for conducting the quantitative risk 
assessment (QRA) to quantitatively assess the connection between the uncertain 
parameters and mud weight prediction through fitting a suitable density function. This 
figure is based upon statistical distribution in which the uncertainty range of each key 
parameter is evaluated first. Then, a suitable distribution function (herein triangular 
distribution) is selected to fit the variance of key parameters for Monte-Carlo simulation, 
where X represents the key parameter, N introduces the number of uncertain parameters 
and Y outlines the output function by combining Bradley’s equations with the Mogi-
Coulomb failure criterion. Afterwards, the results of mud weight prediction can be 
assigned as probability density function (pdf), and/or a cumulative percent of probability. 
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Figure 2.1. Flow chart of Monte-Carlo simulation for wellbore stability analysis. 
2.6. LITERATURE REVIEW DISCUSSION 
The above literature review reveals that the subjective nature of carbonate rocks 
imposes a heterogeneity in their mechanical properties. Under uniaxial compression tests, 
there is a lack of comparison between carbonate types. Even for a given confining 
pressure, it is required to generalize the mechanical behavior of carbonates with 
confinement for geomechanical purposes. Although the maximum shear stress of rock is 
1.5 MPa of mean stress under unconfined conditions, the variance in carbonate 
compaction and texture showed the importance of examining the tendency of each 
carbonate type as a response to the applied stresses.  
The review also illustrates that the literature has separately handled the carbonate 
mechanical properties, which is the matter that resulted in an absence of comprehensive 
comparative guidelines. Deere and Miller (1966) presented an engineering classification 
of intact rocks (igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks) in terms of two 
mechanical characteristics: rock strength and Young’s modulus. However, a limited 
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database of carbonates (77 points) containing only limestones and dolomites was 
included in their classification. Also, the categories (i.e., proposed limits) of rock strength 
were complex and established based on the above mentioned intact rocks (Deere and 
Miller, 1966). Also, the previous relationships to relate the internal friction angle (߮ሻ 
with geophysical log measurements were developed specifically for sandstone and shaley 
sedimentary rocks (Chang et al. 2006). 
Consequently, guidelines for UCS and E prediction based on empirical 
relationships were developed based on limited core plug measurements of carbonates 
conducted from a specific area of interest. There is also a lack of correlations and multiple 
models to predict the compressive strength (UCS) and static Young’s modulus (Es) of 
three main carbonate types (limestone, dolomite, and chalk) from conventional well logs. 
In this regard, the application range of previous empirical relationships is still 
questionable to ensure the integrity of carbonate wellbore based on offset well data. 
Despite the recognition that the uncertainties of geomechanical parameters are 
particularly essential for proper wellbore stability analysis, no applicable field studies 
have examined the uncertainty range of geomechanical parameters through collected 
field data. Moreover, the forecasting of the desired mud weight based on statistical theory 
(e.g., P50 and P90) has different scenarios of success and failure, which requires more 
attention where the operational mud weight window is implemented for depleted 
carbonate reservoirs.  
Previous predictions of shear wave velocities ( ௌܸ) from conventional well logs 
showed that the compressional wave velocity is only a primary factor for predicting ௌܸ.   
They also considered R2 as a single error-based metric to evaluate the prediction capacity 
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of predictive methods, regression analysis and artificial neural networks (ANNs). 
However, R2 may not always be sufficient in capturing the total variation of the rock’s 
independent variables. In fact, the prediction that is based on empirical approaches is not 
only dependent on the number of data, but also the possibility of using the developed 
relationships for well planning. On the other hand, previous relationships for shear wave 
estimates have not been validated in a field study. Another limit in the ௌܸ estimate is that 





3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
To overcome the identified gaps and limitations in the literature, the main 
objective for this dissertation is to geomechanically characterize carbonate rocks and 
correlate their mechanical properties with their petrophysical properties in order to 
improve carbonate-wellbore integrity studies. The main objective is accomplished by 
addressing the following tasks: 
1. Categorize the mechanical heterogeneity of carbonate rocks into meaningful 
groups. 
2. Construct an engineering classification of carbonates based on a wide range 
of UCS and Es.  
3. Generalize the relationships between the compressive strength and confining 
pressure, maximum shear stress and mean stress, and internal friction angle 
and UCS of each carbonate type. 
4. Develop a set of equations to predict UCS and Es for main carbonate 
lithologies, which can be used regardless of geological setting, geographic 
location, and rock testing. 
5. Demonstrate a comprehensive methodology to quantify the uncertainty range 
of geomechanical parameters through offset well data. 
6. Examine the statistical theory capable of predicting the critical mud pressures 
for wellbore stability analysis against depleted reservoirs.  
7. Presenting efficient and cost-effective methods for predicting the shear wave 
velocities by incorporating measurable well logs when the rock tests and shear 
log measurements are not available.  
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ABSTRACT 
   Heterogeneity of mechanical properties in carbonate is known to cause some 
significant problems for applications related to geomechanics. This study investigates the 
mechanical behavior of four carbonate lithologies (limestone, dolomite, marble, and 
chalk) under confinement. A database of around 1000 petrophysical-geomechanical tests 
were compiled from previous studies. The results indicate that the order of strengths from 
largest to smallest is dolomite, limestone, marble, and chalk. All carbonate specimens 
exhibited elastic brittle deformation at unconfined compression tests. With increasing 
confining pressure, they have shown three failure modes: brittle, transition, and ductile. 
The starting point of transition failure is largely different between carbonate types and is 
highly controlled by rock compaction with mineral composition. Unconfined 
compressive strength, Young’s modulus, bulk modulus, and shear modulus are also 
correlated with petrophysical properties. A new engineering classification is developed 
to estimate the carbonate drillability and deformability. Additional relationships between 
the compressive strength and confining pressure, maximum shear stress and mean stress, 
and internal friction angle and UCS of carbonate types are developed and presented.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
  Carbonate reservoirs hold more than 60% of the world’s oil reserves and 40% of 
the world’s gas reserves (Schlumberger, 2009), and thus understanding the heterogeneity 
of their mechanical properties becomes an essential in geomechanical analyses (Aadnoy 
and Chenevert, 1987; Stavropoulou et al. 1998; Pujiastuti et al. 2010). For example, 
ductility is a predominate property in moderate-porous rocks, which may inhibit the 
efficient drilling processes since the rate of penetration is a major concern for chipping 
the rock (Blanton, 1981). Fluid loss, tight hole, and differential pipe sticking are the most 
common problems in carbonate reservoirs due to the heterogeneity of their mechanical 
properties (Helgeland, 2014). Well stimulation is another example in which the fracture 
propagation through low permeable and high porous rock is controlled by the rock 
strength and its deformability. This means that a single rock property, either unconfined 
compressive strength (UCS) or Young’s modulus (E), does not completely define the 
mechanical behavior of carbonates. 
  Carbonate reservoirs, by nature, have unique depositional environment and 
complex diagenetic processes that control the spatial distribution of the mechanical 
properties. Diagenetic processes in carbonate rocks can be classified into the following 
five mechanisms: compaction, degradation, aggradation, stylolitization, and fracturing 
(Akbar et al. 1995). At deposition, carbonate sediments contain metastable minerals that 
may dissolve or alter the original texture of rock fabric because of these processes 
(Chilingarian et al. 1992; Lucia, 1999; Braithawaite, 2005). In other words, the rock 
fabric undergoes substantial alteration by increasing the overburden stress and the 
chemical interaction of carbonate minerals with interstitial active fluids.  The changes in 
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rock fabric produce a complex pore structure in which ductile, brittle, fractured rocks and 
vugular pores may all exist within small interval (Hadi et al. 2017). This variance in the 
rock mechanical properties can lead to an inaccurate understanding of the reservoir, and 
potentially cause a range of wellbore instability problems. In 1966, Deere and Miller 
presented an engineering classification of intact rocks (igneous, metamorphic, and 
sedimentary rocks) in terms of two mechanical characteristics: rock strength and Young’s 
modulus. However, a limited database of carbonates (77 points) containing only 
limestones and dolomites was included in their classification. Also, the categories (i.e., 
proposed limits) of rock strength were complex and established based on the above 
mentioned intact rocks (Deere and Miller, 1966). 
   Authors have examined the pressure dependence of carbonate strength (Robertson, 
1955; Handin and Hager, 1957; Mogi 1964, 1965, 1966; Blanton, 1981; Descamps et al. 
2012). A rock is failed, either fractured or flawed, when a sufficient magnitude of stress 
concentration has been reached. In general, brittle rocks break suddenly with little or no 
plastic deformation (Brace, 1964). In contrast, ductile rocks deform to large permanent 
strains before fracture (Robertson, 1955; Handin and Hager, 1957). Rock deformation 
can be controlled by many factors, such as confining pressure, rock compaction with the 
mineral composition, temperature, strain rate, and stress history (Goodman, 1980; Fjaer 
et al. 2008). The above mentioned literature has separately addressed the various 
carbonate lithologies mechanical properties, resulting in a lack of comprehensive 
comparative guidelines. Also, the previous relationships to relate the internal friction 
angle (߮ሻ with geophysical log measurements were developed specifically for sandstone 
and shaley sedimentary rocks (Chang et al. 2006). These challenges and applications 
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show the need to build basic information regarding the mechanical properties for various 
types of carbonates.  
   The main objective of this study is to categorize the heterogeneity of carbonate 
mechanical properties. A comprehensive petrophysical-geomechanical database was 
compiled from previous studies. An engineering classification is performed to evaluate 
the carbonate drillability and deformability. Additional characterization including 
general relationships between the compressive strength and confining pressure, 
maximum shear stress and mean stress, and internal friction angle and unconfined 
compressive strength of carbonates is proposed in this study.  
 
2. SUBSURFACE FACTORS AFFECTING MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
2.1. ROCK MATRIX 
Two classifications (Folk, 1959; Dunham, 1962) characterized the limestone based 
on clastic origin and rock fabric, respectively. The various proportions of allochem, 
micrite, and calcite cement of limestone make its response to the applied stresses is 
different. For example, increasing micrite makes the rock stronger than increasing sparry 
calcite cement. Dunham's classification (1962) was premised on whether the relative 
finer grains (mud) or larger coarser grains are predominate in supporting the rock 
framework (Ham and Pray, 1962). In his classification, limestone types were categorized 
into mudstone, wackstone, packstone, and grainstone, which may fail or deform 
differently with the application of stresses. For example, mudstone, which consists of 
more than 90% mud, showed higher strength than grainstone with no mud supporting the 
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framework (i.e., mostly grains). Another example is that rocks with denser matrix (i.e., 
mostly mud) may reveal higher elastic modulus than less dense matrix.     
2.2. MECHANICAL AND CHEMICAL COMPACTION 
The mechanical compaction, or stress-dependency, is the principal mechanism of 
porosity loss in weak and porous carbonate rocks. At shallow depth, porosity of carbonate 
rocks initially ranges from 10% to 70%, but these numbers may decrease to zero with 
collapsing pore spaces as a response to the mechanical-chemical alteration of carbonate 
sediments (Croizé et al. 2013). The rate of porosity loss in carbonate rocks is also 
different and largely affected by the hydrocarbon extraction. A limestone has faster 
porosity loss than dolomite with increasing burial depth while chalk has higher porosity 
loss than other carbonate types (Ehrenberg, 2006). The effective stress at rock grain 
boundaries is also altered when the hydrocarbon is produced or injected, which in turn 
changes the total or the effective compressibility of sedimentary rocks (Hall, 1953). 
Furthermore, the cementation of calcite can make the rocks stronger or weaker depending 
on their nature and where the location of cementation has taken place in the mass of the 
rock (Lucia, 1999). 
Chemically, carbonate fabric is unstable and undergo substantial alteration in many 
diagenetic mechanisms such as mineral dissolution and dolomitization (Akbar et al. 
1995). This process may reduce the rock porosity under the effect of stress, or enhance 
the porosity when the chemical fluid is interacted with cemented rock (Croizé et al. 2013). 
In summary, the processes of mechanical and chemical compaction in addition to other 
subsurface factors, such as bedding planes, initial porosity, natural cracks, and 
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temperature can significantly change the spatial distribution of carbonate mechanical 
properties. 
2.3. DISSOLUTION OF PORES 
Carbonates are, in general, heterogeneous, and thus pore structure is complex. Two 
types of dissolutions may be exhibited in carbonate rocks: selective and massive. 
Selective dissolution refers to forming moldic porosity or vuggy-pore spaces by 
removing and dissolving the rock-fabric of carbonate and evaporite minerals 
(Chilingarian et al. 1992; Lucia, 1999). In contrast, the massive dissolution creates a large 
scale of pores without regarding the selective rock fabric. These solutions can produce 
different pore spaces within the rock ranging from sub-micro to centimeters. As a result, 
the capacity of rock to withstanding the applied stresses is different. This can be seen 
when porosity caused by moldic or vugular pores, which are rounded in shape, makes the 
rock stronger in comparison to porosity from fractures pores which are flat in shape (Liu 
et al. 2009).  
 
3. DATABASE COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS 
  Previous studies have investigated the mechanical deformation of carbonate rocks. 
Table 1 lists the studies regarding the stress-strain curves of carbonates with the 
formation names, symbol abbreviations, and relevant references (e.g., Robertson, 1955; 
Handin and Hager, 1957; Mogi, 1964). Table 2 lists other studies with the formation 
names, rock types, and reference abbreviations. For the studies that use previously 
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compiled data, the formations are grouped as “Multiple formations” for simplicity (e.g., 
Lama and Vutukuri, 1978, Table 2), and the original references are omitted.  
















Blair 1 BL1 Dolomite 500 43.91 106.3 Brace 1964 
Blair 2 BL2 Dolomite 340 46.96 67.02 Robertson 1955 
Clear Fork  CF Dolomite 238 27.35 72.42 Handin & Hager 1957 
Fusselman  FUD Dolomite 148 35.68 37.96 Handin & Hager 1957 
Glorieta GL Dolomite 82 20.39 28.49 Handin & Hager 1957 
Hasmark (I) HAI Dolomite 130 9.994 54.54 Handin &Hager 1957 
Hasmark (T) HAT Dolomite 130 23.69 42.45 Handin & Hager 1957 
Luning  LU Dolomite 60 33.40 16.15 Handin & Hager 1957 
Webatuck WE Dolomite 140 40.29 32.42 Brace 1964 
Becraft  BE Limestone 100 24.08 32.41 Robertson 1955 
Devonian  DE Limestone 80 18.64 28.71 Handin & Hager 1957 
Fusselman  FUL Limestone 40 18.76 14.33 Handin & Hager 1957 
Marianna  MA Limestone 40 25.37 12.65 Handin & Hager 1957 
Moca  MO Limestone 77 38.50 18.56 Descamps et al. 2012 
New Scotland NS Limestone 125 39.32 29.59 Robertson 1955 
Soignies SO Limestone 170 31.56 47.53 Descamps et al. 2012 
Solenhofen 1 SO1 Limestone 340 16.20 127.6 Heard 1960 
Solenhofen 2 SO2 Limestone 265 29.36 77.48 Robertson 1955 
Sorcy  SOR Limestone 44 6.606 19.59 Descamps et al. 2012 
Tavel TA Limestone 180* 17.93 65.46 Vajdova et al. 2004 
Wells Station WS Limestone 130 33.61 34.84 Mogi 1966 
Wolfcamp  WO Limestone 83 30.36 23.78 Handin & Hager 1957 
Carrara  CA Marble 110 35.40 28.38 Karman 1911 
Danby DA Marble 48 25.39 15.17 Robertson 1955 
Mito 2 (fine) MI2 Marble 73 7.71 31.89 Mogi 1965 
Mito (medium) MIM Marble 75 20.26 26.12 Mogi 1964 
Rutland White RW Marble 40 22.02 13.48 Robertson 1955 
Wombeyan WOM Marble 69 18.52 24.82 Paterson 1958 
Yamaguchi (Coarse) YMC Marble 48 7.885 20.90 Mogi 1964 
Yamaguchi (Fine) YMF Marble 65 21.67 22.05 Mogi 1964 
Yule (I) YUI Marble 40 12.45 18.07 Handin & Hager 1957 
Austin AU Chalk 23 33.05 6.236 Blanton 1981 
Danian  DAN Chalk 10 24.31 3.227 Blanton 1981 
     * Value is denoted based on Zhu et al. 2010 
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Table 2. A list of rocks and references (where: D, dolomite; L, limestone; C, 









Mersin/Tarsus, Osmaniya/Bahe, Hatay, Gaziantep Dolomite Yasar & Erdogan 2004 (D) YED 
Aminadav Dolomite Hatzor & Palchik 1998 HP 
Amindava, Yagur, Beit-Meir Dolomite Palchik 2011 (D) PD1 
Yarka Dolomite Palchik 2013 (D) PD3 
Bonne Terre, Collingwood, Flamboro I, Flamboro II, Milton Dolomite Prasad et al. 2009 (D) PED 
Bahce, Darica Dolomite Kahraman et al. 2000 (D) KED 
Tenn. Dolomite Wuerker 1956 (D) WD 
Blair 1 Clear Fork, Fusselman, Hasmark (I) and (T) , Luning Dolomite Handin & Hager 1957 (D) HHD 
Multiple formations Dolomite Carmichael 1982 (D) CAD 
Multiple formations Dolomite Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (D) LVD 
Solnhofen 1, Wells Station, and Becraft Limestone Mogi 1966 ML 
Cordoba Cream Limestone Azeemuddin et al.1994 AE 
Adana/Ceyhan, Karaisali, Pozant, and Kozan, Hatay Limestone Yasar & Erdogan 2004 (L) YEL 
Indiana, Tavel Limestone Vajdova et al. 2004 VE 
Bina, Sakhnin, Nekorot, Kiryat-Shmone, Sorek, Yarka Limestone Palchik 2011 (L) PL1 
Indiana, Toral De Los Vados Limestone Walton et al. 2015 (L) WEL 
Yanuach, Bina1 Limestone Palchik 2013 (L) PL3 
Soignies, Moca, Sorcy Limestone Descamps et al. 2012 DE 
Solnhofen Limestone Renner & Rummel 1996 RR 
Lavoux Limestone Zinsmeister et al. 2012 ZEA 
Majella Limestone Baud et al. 2009 BE 
Carthage, Indiana, Kingston, Solnhofen Limestone Prasad et al. 2009 (L) PEL 
Asmari and Sarvak Limestone Najibi et al. 2015 NE 
Multiple formations Limestone Matsui & Shimada 1993 MS 
Multiple formations Limestone Karakus et al. 2005 KEA 
LA (1-5), LB (1-5), LC (1-5), LD (1-5), and LE (1-5) Limestone Çobanoǧlu & Çelik 2008 CC 
Multiple formations Limestone Demou et al. 1983 DE 
Multiple formations Limestone Zarif & Tuǧrul 2003 ZT 
Limestone 1,2,3 Limestone Kılıç & Teymen 2008 KT 
Pozanti, clayed limestone, Emet, Erikli, Adana, Darica Limestone Kahraman et al. 2000 (L) KEL 
Sivrihisar, Burdur, Bilecik, and Sogut Limestone Ersoy & Atici 2007 EA 
Devonian, Fusselman , Wolfcamp Limestone Handin & Hager 1957 (L) HHL 
Multiple formations Limestone Carmichael 1982 (L) CAL 
Multiple formations Limestone Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (L) LVL 
Multiple formations Limestone Zhu et al. 2010 ZE 
Multiple formations Limestone Wuerker 1956 (L) WL 
Osmaniye, Elazıg, Afyon, Mersin/Tarsus Marble Yasar & Erdogan (2004) YEM 
Carrara Marble Walton et al. 2015 (M) WEM 
Marble (Md.), White (Nev.), PYROXENE, mixed rock (N.Y.) Marble Wuerker 1956 (M) WUM 
Multiple formations Marble Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (M) LVM 
Calcareous and dolomitc, and Kerogennavroud (Colo.)  Marlstone Wuerker 1956 (MA) WM 
Multiple formations Marlstone Basarir et al. (2000) BEA 
Multiple formations Marlstone Kahraman et al. 2000 (M) KEM 
Multiple formations Marlstone Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (MA) LVMA 
Adulam Chalk Palchik 2011 (C) PC1 
Adulam Chalk Palchik 2013 (C) PC3 
Austin and Danian Chalk Blanton 1981 BI 
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For studies that contain data from more than one carbonate, the symbols L, D, C, and 
M are used for limestone, dolomite, chalk, and marble, respectively (Table 2). Marlstone 
(MA) is also included in this study to check the influence of different carbonate minerals 
on the mechanical properties. The units of UCS and ߶ are MPa and fraction, respectively. 
The unit of elastic properties including Young’s modulus (E), bulk modulus (K), and 
shear modulus (G) is GPa. The compiled database of mechanical properties consists of 
600 limestones, 200 dolomites, 100 marbles, and 40 chalks tests. 
Most previous tests in the literature were conducted as compressive triaxial tests 
in dry conditions at room temperature. For the tests where rock strength was not reported 
as numeric values, the axial stress-strain curves were digitized and interpreted (e.g., 
Blanton, 1981). Furthermore, the UCS values were interpreted from triaxial tests by curve 
fitting linear Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (for details see Appendix B). Porosity was 
not directly provided in many studies (e.g., Najibi et al. 2015; Prasad et al. 2009). For 
these studies, compressional wave or travel time is used to calculate porosity utilizing the 
Wyllie et al. (1956). 
The compiled dataset is separated to correspond to the following main objectives of 
this study: 
(1) Examine the elastic behavior of carbonates under unconfined compression test; 
(2) Characterize the carbonate failure mode until 500 MPa confining pressure; 
(3) Correlate the compressive strength of carbonates with confining pressure; 
(4) Correlate the maximum shear stress with the mean stress for each carbonate type; 
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(5) Analyze four mechanical properties (UCS, E, G, and K) as a function of porosity. 
When the elastic properties were lack in the literature (Table 2), Eqs. 5b, 6b, and 
7b in Appendix B were used based on Poisson’s ratio; 
(6) Develop an engineering classification for carbonates; 
(7) Establish correlations to relate the internal friction angle (߮) with carbonate 
strength. Rock cohesion is not available in the literature (Table 1). Thus, Eqs. 3b 
and 4b in Appendix B have been used to determine this property.  
 
 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. INTERPRETATION OF NORMALIZED AXIAL STRESS-NORMALIZED 
AXIAL STRAIN CURVES 
Figure 1 presents the compressive tests for four carbonate types from previous 
studies (Table 1). Figure (1a) revealed that the rock is initially stressed and the existing 
micro-cracks are closing, causing an initial non-linearity of the curves (e.g., Austin and 
Danian chalks). Also, it showed that all carbonates behave the same (i.e, brittle) 
regardless of their lithology under unconfined compressive tests. This can be clearly 
observed in the normalized axial stress-normalized axial strain curves that are uniform in 
elasticity, or justified the Hook’s law of elastic theory until almost the point of rupture 
(Figure 1a). At even low confining pressures, however, the elastic theory becomes invalid 
because of the tendency of some carbonates to be deformed ductile (Figures 1b and 1c).  
Under sufficient application of confining pressures (Figure 1e), all carbonates 
ultimately behave ductile. In this status, the rock undergoes a large permanent 
deformation before fracturing, and it is practically independent of confining pressure and 
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basically follows the maximum shear stress failure criterion in which the rupture occurs 
when the maximum shear stress exceeds a critical constant value of rock (Robertson, 
1955; Handin and Hager, 1957). In summary, all examined curves in Figure 1 are elastic-
linear at the lower part. Then, they have a specific failure point, or yield strength, which 
can be less or better identified depending on rock types (i.e., brittle or ductile). At the 
terminal part, all curves displayed permanent deformation accompanied by strain 
hardening (e.g., Figures 1d and 1e). 
Another notable point from Figure 1 is that the brittle-ductile transition failure 
appears to be different even for each carbonate type. The Austin chalk, for instance, is in 
transit to be ductile when the confining pressure is 30 MPa (Figure 1b) while Blair2 
dolomite showed no tendency of ductility although the applied confining pressure was 
100 MPa (Figure 1d). This means that the transition pressure is higher in stronger rocks 
than weaker rocks. This difference can be attributed to the degree of the rock compaction 
(Table 1) in addition to the influence of other factors such as stress history, strain rate, 
and rock composition and mineralogy (Handin and Hager, 1957; Hugman and Friedman, 
1979).  
4.2. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND 
CONFINING PRESSURE 
In this section, the results of 33 triaxial tests (Table 1) in dry conditions at room 
temperature and under different confining pressures ranging from 0 to 500 MPa are 
presented. Figure 2 summarizes the results and support the evidence that carbonate rocks 




 Figure 1. Normalized axial stress versus normalized axial strain of carbonate rocks 





The strength order of carbonates is dolomite, limestone, marble, and chalk. The 
brittle and ductile failure modes are divided by a transition failure status passing through 
the origin (Figure 2). The regions shown represent their respective fracture behavior as 
follows: Region I represents brittle, Region II represents transition, and Region III 
represents ductile deformation.  
 
Figure 2. Deformation of carbonate rocks with confining pressure (B: brittle; D: ductile; 
and T: transition). 
 
 
In Region I, the brittle failure can be observed in some carbonate types such as 
BL1, BL2, SO1, and SO2 (Table 1) in which the breaking strength raises rapidly even at 










the rough expression of C = 3.5 Pc can be concluded from this curve. This expression 
can be used to determine if the rock fails brittle for a given confining pressure, where C 
aand Pc represent the rock compressive strength and confining pressure in MPa, 
respectively. 
The brittle failure of BL1 and BL2 can be attributed to their extensively cemented 
feature (Brace, 1964; Robertson, 1955). This means that fewer porous pores with small 
particle size often produce a large contact area at the grain boundaries, which in turn 
carry or distribute the applied stresses. With respect to the compacted Solnhofens (SO1) 
and (SO2), The brittle failure of compacted Solnhofens (SO1) and (SO2) can be 
attributed to their relative low porosity of 5.5% (Renner and Rummel, 1996) and 
microcrystalline carbonate of 5.08 µm grain size (Robertson, 1955).   
In contrast, the strength-pressure curve of ductile failure (Region III) moves more 
slowly and becomes concave before moving downward (Figure 2). The expression C = 
16.7 Pc0.525 can be used to describe this behavior, which demonstrates that the rock 
compressive strength is not largely reliant on confining pressure. All porous limestones 
(MO and DE), marbles (MIM and WOM), and chalks (AU, and DAN) are examples 
located within Region III. Therefore, the carbonate failure, either brittle or ductile, can 
be roughly predicted based on the above two expressions. For example, the rock is 
deformed brittle if the compressive strength is equal or larger than 3.5 of confining 
pressure (Pc) while it is deformed ductile when the compressive strength is equal or less 
than 16.7 Pc0.525.   
There is also a transition failure mode (Region II) in which a rock deviates from 
either brittle or ductile with confining pressure (Figure 2). One notable point from this 
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region is that the transition pressure being higher in stronger rocks than in weaker rocks. 
For example, dolomites (HAI, HAT, and LU) deviate from brittleness to transition failure 
when confining pressure reaches 200 MPa. In contrast, limestones (WS and FUL) and 
marbles (YMF and YUI) follow the transition failure at even 100 MPa confining 
pressure. There is also an evidence of increasing the carbonate brittleness from high 
porous rocks (i.e., chalks) to low porous rocks (i.e., dolomites) by the upward array, and 
vice versa, so ductile deformation can be precisely detected from dolomite toward chalk 
rocks (Figure 2). Therefore, the mechanical behavior is different for different carbonates.  
4.3. CHARACTERISTICS OF MAXIMUM SHEAR STRESS-MEAN STRESS 
CURVES 
An attempt has been made to relate the maximum shear stress ሺ߬௠ሻ	with the mean 
stress ሺߪ௠ሻ	for each carbonate type (Table 1). The mean stress is used in this section 
instead of confining pressure because it is a more general stress function (Handin and 
Hager, 1957). Figure 3 along with Table 3 outlined the results and supported that the 
maximum shear stress criterion is invalid for ultimate strength. This is because the 
maximum shearing stress at failure should be a constant value for all values of mean 
stress (Robertson, 1955; Handin and Hager, 1957). However, the coarser-grained marble 
(Rutland White and Yamaguchi) and porous chalks (Austin and Danian) that diverged at 
the highest mean stresses followed this criterion (Figures 3c and 3d, respectively). Under 
unconfined compressive conditions, the maximum shear stress is 1.5 MPa of mean stress, 
and the strength-pressure curve is nearly passing the origin (Robertson, 1955; Handin 
and Hager, 1957). For each carbonate type, all curves within Figure 3 tend to be the same, 
and an increment is appeared in the rock strength with confining pressure.  
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Formula of ߬௠,  
MPa 
 
Range of ߪ௠, 
      MPa 
 
Eq. No. 
Dolomite 0.91 ∗ ߪ௠ 50-200 1 
Limestone 0.65 ∗ ߪ௠ 20-230 2 
Marble 0.58 ∗ ߪ௠ 40-120 3 
Chalk 0.62 ∗ ߪ௠ 3-15 4 
 
       
 
                             
Figure 3. Maximum shear stress versus mean stress of carbonates: (a) dolomite, (b) 
limestone, (c) marble, and (d) chalk. 




In contrast, these curves are different for types of carbonates, which might be 
controlled by their compaction and texture. Figure (3a) clearly indicates the brittleness 
of dolomite, although for very high confining pressure, evidence of ductile deformation 
was observed. All dolomite curves within this figure are almost linear; Eq. 1 describes 
their average linearity (Table 3). It is important to note that the slope of Eq. 1 and other 
equations in Table 3 has been established based on the average linear parts of each 
carbonate type (Figure 3). Therefore, the range of mean stress is provided for each 
equation (Table 3). Figure 3b along with Eq. 2 (Table 3) present the strength-pressure 
curves of limestones. The strength-pressure curves of marble and chalk are also presented 
in Figure 3 (c and d) and showed the earlier transition from elastic to plastic deformation 
even at low confining pressures. Equations 3 and 4 in Table 3 describe the average slopes 
of these curves, respectively.  
4.4. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF CARBONATE ROCKS 
Four mechanical properties (UCS, E, K, and G) for five carbonate types have been 
investigated in this section based on a compiled database (Table 2). These properties are 
respectively summarized in Figures (4), (5), (6), and (7), the range of porosity in these 
rocks being showed in these figures. The results clearly show that porosity is a consistent 
geomechanics index. However, scattering in the carbonate mechanical properties even 
for a given porosity supports the evidence that porosity is not the only unique factor 
controlling the mechanical properties; but other factors such as rock texture with the 
mineral composition, pore structure, and grain size may also influence the carbonate 
failure. 
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Figure 4 shows that porosity is an indicative index of rock strength, and it roughly 
gives the rock capability to withstanding the applied stresses. For example, Solnhofen 
limestone (RR) follows higher strength (369 MPa) than other carbonate types (Table 2). 
This is because of its compacted (3.7% porosity) and micritic features. In contrast, porous 
chalks with more than 20% porosity are less withstanding to the axial stresses than other 
carbonate types (Figure 4).  
 
Figure 4. UCS-database of carbonate rocks plotted as a function of porosity (dolomite, 
square; limestone, open circle; marble, closed circle; marlstone, open rectangular; and 
chalk, star). 
For marlstone, there is evidence of rock strength increasing at low porosities, which 
altered to be similar with the general trend line of other carbonates when porosity is 
greater than 10%. This can be attributed to the fact that the marlstone consists of multiple 
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compositions of dolomite, calcite, quartz, and shale, and thus small pore spaces within 
the rock are filled, making the rock relatively strong at low porosities.  
Figure 5 presents Young’s modulus, which refers to the stiffness of rock. Higher 
stiffness values can be obviously noted in the compacted cemented rocks than porous 
rocks. This means that the greater value of E, the larger stress that is needed to achieve 
the deformation. In contrast, porous rocks tend to experience deform under small stress 
and produce large strain. For example, Flamboro I, II, and Milton, as referred to by Prasad 
et al. 2009 (Table 2), have shown stiffness of 100, 90, and 83.3 GPa, respectively. In 
contrast, an average of 8 GPa stiffness results from the chalk specimens because of its 
porous nature (Table 2 along with Figure 5).  
 
Figure 5. E-database of carbonate rocks plotted as a function of porosity. 
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Bulk modulus (K) is another elastic constant that has been investigated in this 
study to examine the resistance of carbonate to an overall gain or loss of volume in 
conditions of hydrostatic pressure (Figure 6). The general trend line of the result 
demonstrated that rocks with many pores resulted in small K or followed high 
compressibility, as can be seen in chalk specimens. In contrast, the compacted cemented 
dolomite and limestone reflect higher values of K (Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6. K-database of carbonate rocks plotted as a function of porosity. 
 
The shear modulus (G) of carbonate, which is known as the modulus of rigidity, 
is outlined in Figure 7. This property is to examine how stiff a rock is to shearing 
deformation with no change in the volume. This means that the greater the shear modulus, 
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as in compacted dolomites and limestones, the more rigid is the rock. The small resistance 
to shear can be conversely observed in porous chalks (Table 2 along with Figure 7). 
 
Figure 7. G-database for carbonate rocks plotted as a function of porosity. 
 
 
4.5. PROPOSED ENGINEERING CLASSIFICATION 
      Figure 8 shows the positive relationship between UCS and E for carbonate rocks 
based on 468 tests. The database of this figure can be fitted by a straight line in which E 
is equal to 300 UCS, where both UCS and E are in MPa. However, there is a large scatter 
in UCS values for a given Young’s modulus, and vice versa (Figure 8). For this reason, 
an engineering classification has been established in this study in which the rock strength 
with its deformability can be combined together for engineering purposes. Figure 9 has 
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been qualitatively reproduced from the database of Figure 8. The category of modulus 
ratio listed in Table 4 and drawn in Figure 9 is similar to one given by Deere & Miller 
(1966) for intact rocks, except that this categorization is specific for carbonates, and the 
proposed limits for rock strength are different. 
 
Figure 8. UCS-E database of carbonate rocks. 
 
 
       The log-scale in Figure 9 is applied to capture the wide ranges of rock strength (15 
< UCS < 300 MPa) and Young’s modulus (1 < E < 100 GPa). To classify the UCS 
database in Figure 9, five classes have been categorized based on Figure 2 where the 
confining pressure is zero.  
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A Very low strength < 20 
B Low strength 20-60 
C Medium strength 60-120 
D High strength 120-195 






E/UCS, * 103 
L Low-modulus ratio < 200 
AV Average-modulus ratio 200 – 500 
H High-modulus ratio > 500 
 
 
Figure 9. Engineering classification of carbonate rocks. 
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      The proposed Class-A is for very low-strength rocks when the compressive strength 
is less than 20 MPa (i.e., within chalk tests). Class-B is for low-strength rocks ranging 
from 20 to 60 MPa. Rocks with medium strength (Class-C) range from 60 to 120 MPa.  
Strengths of classes B and C have been selected between chalk and marble trend lines. 
High-strength rocks (Class-D) have been selected within (120-195 MPa) range of 
compressive strength. The last class (E), which describes the very compacted rocks, had 
more than 195 MPa strength (Table 4).  
            The result of UCS categorization is at least 15 classifications of carbonate elastic 
modulus for a given strength category (Figure 9). To constrain this complexity, the 
modulus ratio, which is the ratio of Young’s modulus (E) to rock strength (UCS), can be 
applied for rock engineering classification (Deere and Miller, 1966; Stowe, 1969). It is 
interesting to mention that the modulus ratio is an indicator of rock ductility because it is 
inversely commensurate to the rock strain. Three classes of modulus ratio, namely low 
(L), average (AV), and high (H), have been categorized with various range of E and UCS, 
as shown in Table 4 along with Figure 9. The resulted in a wide scatter of modulus ratio 
of carbonates that range from 20 to 1500, with a mean of 387. 
       To distinguish the average modulus zone of 300 in Figure 9 in which the majority 
of carbonate rocks is captured from low and high zones, two modulus ratios of 200 and 
500 (i.e., slopes) are added in this figure. Thus, rocks within the average modulus region 
(AV) can be classified based on strength categories only (i.e., either A, B, C, D, or E), 
instead of referring to the modulus ratio (L through H). In contrast, rocks within the 
region of low modulus ratio (L), which are more compressible and have less stiffness 
than other carbonate types, are classified based on strength and modulus ratio. In contrast, 
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the uppermost region is to identify rocks with more than 500 modulus ratios, which 
include the compacted carbonate types that are less compressible or high stiffness.  
       
4.6. DEVELOPED RELATIONSHIPS OF INTERNAL FRICTION ANGLE  
     Figure 10 and Table 1 show UCS values of carbonates with respect to the internal 
friction angle (߮ሻ. The scattering in this figure indicates that assuming ߮ for 
geomechanics-related applications may carry out a huge uncertainty in applications 
related to geomechanics.  
 
Figure 10. UCS-database of carbonate rocks as a function of internal friction angle. 
     In this study, the lower bound of ߮ can be determined for limestone and dolomite. 
By using Eq. 4b (Appendix B), the cohesion (So) of carbonate rocks can be calculated, 
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as outlined in Table 1 and drawn in Figure 11. Based on that, two relationships [Eqs. (5) 
and (6)] with good determination coefficients (0.95 and 0.91) have been developed to 
estimate the internal friction angle of limestone and dolomite as a function of their 
strengths, respectively. Appendix B shows the derivation of these relationships where 
UCS in MPa and ߮ in degrees. 
 
                                     ܷܥܵ ൌ 	 ଶଵ.଺ଷ	 ୡ୭ୱఝሾୡ୭ୱఝିଵ.ଷଷଵ	ሺଵିୱ୧୬ఝሻሿ                                       (5) 
 
                               ܷܥܵ ൌ ସ଼.ଵହ	 ୡ୭ୱఝሾଶ.ସ଴ସ	ሺଵିୱ୧୬ఝሻିୡ୭ୱఝሿ                                               (6) 
     
 
Figure 11. UCS-cohesion relationships of carbonate rocks. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
  A comprehensive analysis of carbonate mechanical properties has been conducted 
on the literature to geomechanically characterize the carbonate rocks. The results indicate 
that the strength order of carbonate types is dolomite, limestone, marble, and chalk. 
Under confining pressure, dolomite is a strong rock and only follows moderate ductility 
at the highest pressures. Limestone is intermediate in strength and follows brittle-ductile 
deformation, depending on confining pressure and the degree of rock compaction. In 
contrast, marble is ductile even at low confining pressures, and chalk is among the most 
ductile of rocks observed. This order definitely corresponds to the carbonate compaction.  
  General strength-pressure relationships are also presented in this study to 
distinguish the carbonate deformation, either brittle or ductile, for a given confining 
pressure. In this regard, the transition pressure being higher in stronger rocks than in 
weaker rocks, and it may also influence by the rock composition and mineralogy, stress 
history, and strain rate. The results allow mean stress to be used in determining the 
maximum shear stress of each carbonate type. While porosity is a consistent 
geomechanics index for developing carbonate reservoirs, the scattering array of 
mechanical-petrophysical properties indicates that other factors such as rock texture with 
the mineral composition, pore structure, and grain size may also effect the carbonate 
failure. Creating an engineering classification can provide the lower bound estimate of 
carbonates’ drillability and deformability for engineering purposes. Instead of assuming 
the internal friction angle of carbonate, it can be predicted for limestone and dolomite. 
This study provides useful insight (characterizations and relations) into the heterogeneity 
of carbonate mechanical properties for applications related to geomechanics. 
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ABSTRACT 
Geomechanical studies in carbonate rocks often require the use of log relations to 
obtain mechanical properties when laboratory measurements are not available. This study 
presents a new set of equations to predict the unconfined compressive strength (UCS) 
and Young’s modulus (E) for three carbonate lithologies: limestone, dolomite, and chalk. 
The equations are developed based on more than 700 petrophysical-geomechanical tests 
of carbonate rocks across different geological settings and geographical locations. The 
obtained results confirmed that petrophysical properties has strong prediction on 
mechanical properties. The relations are developed based on either a single parameter or 
multiple parameters where coefficient of determination was improved for the multiple 
parameter relations. Scattering in the prediction of UCS and ܧ is caused by the carbonate 
heterogeneity in mineralogy, porosity, fabric as well as testing conditions. Thus, the 
applicable range of each relation is investigated. The relations are compared with the 
literature, and they showed a higher coefficient of determination. The proposed relations 
can be generally used as a starting point for UCS and E estimate when carbonate 
mechanical properties from laboratory tests are not available. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
When creating a geomechanical model in carbonates, the unconfined compressive 
strength (UCS) and Young’s modulus (E) are two fundamental parameters. Some 
potential applications of these parameters include evaluating rock drillability (Cooper 
and Hatherly, 2003; Nygaard and Hareland, 2007), constraining the magnitudes and 
orientations of in-situ stresses (Peska and Zoback, 1995), analyzing wellbore stability 
(Aadnoy and Chenevert, 1987), enhancing production stimulation (Pujiastuti et al. 2010), 
and estimating reservoir compaction and surface subsidence (Nygaard et al. 2007, Fjaer 
et al. 2008; Zoback, 2010).  
Carbonate rocks by nature have unique depositional environments and complex 
diagenetic processes in which brittle, ductile, fractured rocks, vugular pores, or tight 
formations may all exist within small interval (Hadi et al. 2017). Typically, coring and 
rock testing are the ideal methods used to determine rock mechanical properties. There 
are two tests that are used to determine rock mechanical properties. The direct-static test 
loads the core specimen under uniaxial or triaxial compressive stresses while the direct-
dynamic method is used to measure the compressional and shear acoustic waves through 
core specimen (Goodman, 1980). However, rock mechanical testing provides discrete 
data measurements, which may not be completely accurate in determining rock 
mechanical properties being that the number of core samples are often limited for cost 
and time-saving purposes. High quality core samples are rarely recovered from carbonate 
reservoirs because the rock may be depleted, weak, overburden, or fractured.  
The difficulties in predicting rock mechanical properties can lead to an inaccurate 
understanding of the reservoir, and potentially cause a range of wellbore instability 
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problems such as differential pipe sticking, tight hole and lost circulation. To overcome 
these difficulties, there is a demand for simple, less costly, timesaving, calibrated, and 
reliable relations in which rock strength and Young’s modulus can be determined from 
conventional well logs. 
Predictions based on empirical relations have traditionally been established to 
relate rock mechanical properties with petrophysical properties when core samples are 
absent (Chang et al. 2006; Nygaard and Hareland, 2007; Najibi et al. 2015). The basis of 
these relations is that the same factors affecting rock strength also affect other properties 
such as velocity, elastic moduli, and porosity (Chang et al. 2006). However, most 
previous relations for predicting UCS and E have been developed for a specific 
formation, and they were verified with limited number of samples. Additionally, many 
of these relations have utilized carbonate and sedimentary rock data taken from a 
database, which could imply that their application to a real well may be questionable. 
Only few attempts to estimate the static Young’s modulus in limestone and dolomite 
from petrophysical well logs have been discussed in previously published literature. 
The goal of this study is to collect and analyze existing geomechanical data in order 
to establish new relations that can be used to estimate UCS and Young’s modulus for 
carbonates based on log properties. A comparison with previous literature is also 




2. MECHANICAL-PETROPHYSICAL PROPERTIES DATABASE 
A database of mechanical properties (UCS and E) and petrophysical properties 
has been extracted from published studies corresponding to different carbonate rocks 
(e.g., Wuerker, 1956; Lama and Vutukuri, 1978; Blanton, 1981; Carmichael, 1982; 
Hatzor and Palchik, 1998). Table 1 and Figures 1 through 3 list these studies along with 
formation names, rock types, and reference abbreviations. For the studies that use 
previously compiled data, the formations are grouped as “Multiple formations” for 
simplicity (e.g., Lama and Vutukuri, 1978, Table 1), and the original references are 
omitted. For studies that contain data from more than one carbonate, the symbol L is used 
for limestone, D is used for dolomite, and C is used for chalk (Table 1). The units of 
UCS, E, and porosity (߶ሻ are MPa, GPa, and fraction, respectively. The collected data 
constitutes a database of about 540 limestones, 200 dolomites, and 40 chalks.  
Most previous tests in the literature were conducted as compressive triaxial tests 
in dry conditions at room temperature. For the tests where yield strength was not reported 
as numeric values, the axial stress-strain curves were digitized and interpreted (e.g., 
Blanton, 1981). Furthermore, the UCS values were interpreted from triaxial tests by curve 
fitting linear Mohr-Coulomb failure envelopes (for details see Goodman, 1980). Static 
Young’s moduli (ES) were interpreted as the tangent of the stress-strain curve at the 50% 
yield stress value. Porosity was not directly provided in many studies (e.g., Prasad et al. 
2009; Najibi et al. 2015). For these studies, compressional wave or travel time is used to 









Cordoba Cream Limestone Azeemuddin et al. 1994 AE 
Majella Limestone Baud et al. 2009 BEL 
Multiple formations Limestone Carmichael 1982 (L) CL 
LA (1-5), LB (1-5), LC (1-5), LD (1-5) and LE (1-5)  Limestone Çobanoǧlu  and  Çelik  2008 CC 
Soignies, Moca and Sorcy Limestone Descamps and Tshibangu 2012 DE 
Sivrihisar, Burdur, Bilecik, and Sogut Limestone Ersoy and Atici 2007 EA 
Pozanti, clayed limestone, Emet, Erikli, Adana and Darica Limestone Kahraman et al. 2000 (L) KEL 
Multiple formations Limestone Karakus et al. 2005 KA 
Limestone 1,2,3 Limestone Kılıç  and Teymen 2008 KT 
Multiple formations Limestone Lama and Vutukuri 1978 (L) LVL 
Multiple formations Limestone Matsui and Shimada 1993* MS 
Asmari and Sarvak Limestone Najibi et al. 2015 NE 
Bina, Sakhnin, Nekorot, Kiryat-Shmone, Sorek and Yarka Limestone Palchik 2011 (L)  PL 
Carthage, Indiana, Kingston and Solnhofen Limestone Prasad et al. 2009 (L)  PEL 
Wells Station Limestone Robertson 1955a RO 
Indiana Limestone Vajdova et al. 2004 VE 
Multiple formations Limestone Wuerker 1956 WU 
K-1A, K-1B, K-1C, K-1D, K2-A, K2-B, K2-C, K2-D and K(1-14) Limestone Zarif and  Tuǧrul  2003 ZT 
Multiple formations Limestone Zhu et al. 2010 ZE 
Multiple formations Dolomite Carmichael 1982 (D)  CD 
Aminadav Dolomite Hatzor et al. 1997** HE 
Aminadav Dolomite Hatzor and Palchik 1998** HP 
Bache, and Darica Dolomite Kahraman et al. 2000 (D)  KED 
Multiple formations Dolomite Lama and Vutukuri 1978 (D)  LVD 
Amindava, Yagur and Beit-Meir Dolomite Palchik 2011 (D)  PD1 
Yarka Dolomite Palchik 2013 (D)  PD3 
Bonne Terre, Collingwood, Flamboro I, Flamboro II and Milton Dolomite Prasad et al. 2009 (D)** PED 
Mersin/Tarsus, Osmaniya/Bahe, Hatay and Gaziantep Dolomite Yasar and Erdogan 2004 YE 
Austin and Danian Chalk Blanton 1981 BI 
Adulam Chalk Palchik 2011 PC1 
Adulam Chalk Palchik 2013 PC3 
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Figure 1. UCS-߶ database of carbonate rocks (dolomite, square; limestone, open circle; 
and chalk, star). 
 
Figure 2. UCS-Es database of carbonate rocks. 
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 Figure 3. Es-߶ database of carbonate rocks. 
 
 
3. PREVIOUS EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF UCS AND E 
It is well known that the petrophysical properties of carbonate rocks have a 
significant effect on altering the mechanical properties; as UCS and Young’s modulus 
(E) decrease the porosity increases. Tables 2 and 3 outline empirical relations reported in 
previous studies to estimate UCS and E, respectively, in carbonate rocks. If the 
determination coefficient, R2, is not listed in Table 2, then the study in question did not 
provide the value.  
In 1971, Rzhevsky and Novick established Eq. (1) to relate the strength of 
limestone to porosity (Table 2). Similarly, Chang et al. (2006) reviewed Eqs. (10) and 
(11) to relate the UCS of carbonate with ߶,  but with certain limits of applications (Table 
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2). For chalk, Faÿ-gomord et al. (2016) presented an integrated petrographical, 
petrophysical, and geomechanical study based on different chalk samples (i.e., wide 
ranges of porosities and strengths). This study led to the development of exponential 
relationships between both UCS in Eq. 16 (Table 2) and ES in Eq. 20 (Table 3) to porosity. 
 Militzer and Stoll (1973), Golubev and Rabinovich (1976), Yasar and Erdogan 
(2004), and Najibi et al. (2015) estimated the UCS of limestone based on the velocity of 
ultrasonic waves using Eqs. (2), (3), (7), and (15), respectively, and is shown in Table 2. 
Using the same technique (i.e, rock ultrasonic wave velocity), Yasar and Erdogan (2004) 
(Eq. 18) and Najibi et al. (2015) (Eq. 19) are used to relate the dynamic Young’s modulus 
to the compressional wave ௣ܸ (Table 3). In fact, there is a large difference between 
dynamic and static elastic modulus in fractured rocks which may be reached to 13 GPa 
(Goodman, 1980). This difference can be attributed to the liability of static measurements 
to be affected more by the presence of pore fluid within cracks and sample the elastic and 
inelastic portions of the rock deformation than the dynamic measurements (Yale and 
Jamieson, 1994; Edlmann et al. 1998). In other words, pore pressure can move away from 
the stress zone in the static measurement “drained conditions” while the pore fluid 
supports part of the elastic load as the wave passes “undrained conditions” which resulted 
in high dynamic moduli.  
 Farquhar et al. (1994) used porosity as a geomechanical indicator for sedimentary 
rocks and developed Eq. (4) (Table 2) to estimate UCS and Eq. (17) (Table 3) to estimate 
static Young’s modulus (ES) of carbonate rocks. Several researchers (Chang et al. 2006 
and references therein; Najibi et al. 2015) also correlated limestone’s Young’s modulus 
to UCS using Eqs. (8) and (14) in Table (2), respectively. In contrast, Asef and 
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Farrokhrouz (2010) developed an empirical relation (Eq. 13, Table 2) that takes into 
account the combination of ߶ and ES on the strength of carbonate rocks. 
Table 2. Previous empirical relationships between unconfined compressive strength and 









Rzhevsky and Novick (1971)  276	ሺ1 െ 3߶ሻଶ  1 
Militzer and Stoll (1973)  2.45	 ௣ܸଵ.଼ଶ  2 
Golubev and Rabinovich (1976)  ܮ݋݃	ܷܥܵ	 ൌ 	0.358	 ௣ܸ 	൅ 0.279  3 
Farquhar et al. (1994)  174.8 expሺെ9.3	߶ሻ 0.68 4 
Lacy (1997) 13.256	ܧௌଶ ൅ 	16.952		ܧௌ 0.84 5 
Hatzor and Palchik (1998) 3.14	ܧ଴.ଶହ/ሺ߶଴.ସହ݀௠଴.ହ) 0.84 6 
Yasar and Erdogan (2004) ൫ ௣ܸ 0.0317⁄ ൯ െ 63.71 0.80 7 
Chang et al. (2006)  13.8	E0.51 		ሾ10 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 300	ܯܲܽሿ	  8 
Chang et al. (2006)  25.1	E0.34  		ሾ60 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 100	ܯܲܽሿ	  9 
Chang et al. (2006)  143.8 expሺെ6.95	߶ሻ 
ሾ0.05 ൏ ߶ ൏ 0.2ሿ and [30 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 150	ܯܲܽሿ 
 10 
Chang et al. (2006)  135.9 expሺെ4.8	߶ሻ 
ሾ0 ൏ ߶ ൏ 0.2ሿ  and ሾ10 ൏ ܷܥܵ ൏ 300	ܯܲܽሿ 
 11 
Prasad et al. (2009) 31031/ሺ∆ݐଵ.ହ݀௠଴.ଶହሻ 0.87 12 
Asef and Farrokhrouz (2010) 2.94	ሺܧ଴.଼ଷସ ߶଴.଴଼଼ሻ⁄  0.77 13 
Najibi et al. (2015) 11.05	ܧௌ଴.଺଺ 0.79 14 
Najibi et al. (2015) 3.67	 ௣ܸଶ.ଵସ 0.81 15 
Faÿ-gomord et al. (2016)  81.386	exp	ሺെ6.5߶ሻ 0.75 16 
 Units used are UCS in MPa, ܧ and ES in GPa, ௣ܸ in Km/sec,	∆ݐ in µsec/ft, ݀݉ in mm and ߶ in fraction 
Table 3. Previous empirical relationships between Young’s modulus (E) and other 









Farquhar et al. (1994)  69.05	݁ݔ݌ሺെ	6.0	߶ሻ 0.75 17 
Yasar and Erdogan (2004) ൫ ௣ܸ 0.0937⁄ ൯ െ 18.71 0.86 18 
Najibi et al. (2015) 0.169	 ௣ܸ3.324 0.90 19 
Faÿ-gomord et al. (2016)  249.968 expሺെ10.8	߶ሻ 0.70 20 
 Units used are ܧ and ES in GPa, ௣ܸ in Km/sec and ߶ in fraction. 
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 Lacy (1997) related UCS and ES (Eq. 5) for different types of sedimentary rocks. 
For dolomite, other researchers, including Hatzor and Palchik (1998) (Eq. 6), Chang et 
al. (2006) (Eq. 9), and Prasad et al. (2009) (Eq. 12), investigated how grain size, Young’s 
modulus, porosity, and travel time affect the strength in dolomite lithologies (Table 2). 
While the mean grain size dm, porosity	߶, and travel time ∆t have inverse effects on the 
dolomite strength, a proportional relationship for E can be detected in the same rock.  
 
 
4. NEW RELATIONSHIPS OF UCS AND Es 
Based on both single and multiple parameter models, new relations that relate the 
mechanical properties of carbonates with petrophysical properties have been developed 
within this study and summarized in Table 4. The compiled data shown in Figures 1 
through 3 has been separated for each carbonate type to develop its own relations.  
 
4.1. LIMESTONE 
Two relationships have been presented in Table 4 to estimate the strength of 
limestone based on porosity (߶ሻ (Eq. L-1) and Young’s modulus (ES) (Eq. L-2) using 
only limestone data (Figures 1 and 2). Figure 4 shows the correlated limestone data 
collected from the literature. An exponential trend line between UCS and ߶ based on 183 
tests gave a determination coefficient R2 of 0.5 (Figure 4a). The correlated values display 
a large scatter around the fitting curve in the UCS-߶ diagram. Differences in UCS can be 
over ±60 MPa for a given value of ߶ which implys a high amount of uncertainty for Eq. 
(L-1), particularly at low porosities (߶ < 10%).  
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The absence of R2 in Chang et al. (2006) prevents a comparison of many previous 
relations (Table 2) to the developed relations (Table 4). Table (2) shows that Eq. 4 has a 
higher R2 (0.68) than Eq. (L-1) (Table 4), but Eq. (L-1) is based on a wide range of 
limestone data, whereas Eq. (4) was developed using a limited number of carbonate 
plugs. Another considerable occurrence seen in Figure (4a) is that UCS uncertainty 
decreases as ߶ increases. This supports the idea that pore types have a greater effect on 
altering the strength of compacted and cemented limestones than porous limestones. 
Therefore, it is determines that moderate to high-porosity limestones (߶ >10%) are 
suitable for applying Eq. (L-1). 
Table 4. New empirical relationships of UCS and Es in carbonate rocks (L: limestone; 
































߶ ܽ	݁ݔ݌ሺെܾ߶ሻ 147.3 5.44    L-1 0.50 
ܧௌ ܽ ൅ ܾܧௌ െ ܿሺܧௌ െ ݀ሻ௘ 30.0 1.79 
 
0.013 36.6 2.0 L-2 0.73 






  L-3 0.81 
Es 
 








߶ ܽ	݁ݔ݌ሺെܾ߶ሻ 337.1 8.23    D-1 0.65 
ܧௌ ܽ ൅ ܾܧௌ െ ܿሺܧௌ െ ݀ሻ௘ 57.0 1.6 0.008 43.7 2.0 D-2 0.50 
߶, ܧௌ 
ܽ݊݀	݀௠ 
ܽ െ ܾ߶ െ ܿܧௌ െ ݀	݀௠ 340.7 1346 1.0 46.5  D-3 0.73 
Es 
 








߶ ܽ	݁ݔ݌ሺെܾ߶ሻ 247.5 7.40    C-1 0.89 
ܧௌ ܽ ൅ ܾܧௌ െ ܿሺܧௌ െ ݀ሻ௘ -0.8 3.44 0.185 14.5 2.0 C-2 0.93 
߶	ܽ݊݀	ܧௌ ܽ െ ܾ߶ ൅ ܿܧௌ 46.0 134.6 2.23   C-3 0.96 
Es ߶ ܽ	݁ݔ݌ሺെܾ߶ሻ 52.6 5.62    C-4 0.73 




   
Figure 4. UCS of limestone as a function of (a) Porosity, and (b) Young's modulus. 
Figure (4b) shows a positive trend between UCS and ES of limestone based on 
the 250 tests shown in Figure 2. Equation (L-2) in Table 4 shows that the curve has a R2 
of 0.73. If the results of this equation are comparable with Eqs. (5) and (14) in Table 2, 
two points can be deduced from the results. First, Eq. (5) resulted in a higher R2 (0.84) 
than Eq. (L-2), but the former was established from limited core measurements of 
sedimentary rocks, including sandstones, shales, limestones, and dolomites. The second 
point is that while Eq. (14) has shown higher R2 (0.79) than Eq. (L-2), it is specific for 
certain formations (Asmari and Sarvak limestones) (Najibi et al. 2015). The scatter of the 
UCS- ES data (Figure 4b), in particular when the ES value is increased, indicates that 
careful attention should be considered when applying Eq. (L-2) for stiff limestones (ES 
൐ 40 GPa).  
To examine the combined effect of both ߶ and ES in predicting the strength of 
limestone, a fit model was created based on 119 tests (Figure 5). Equation (L-3) described 
this fit with an R2 value of 0.81 (Table 4). Comparing the results of Eq. (L-3) with Eq. 
a b 
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13 (R2 of 0.77) shows an improvement in estimation the strength of limestone. 
Furthermore, Eq. (13) was developed using a limited number of carbonate plugs, and it 
cannot be a good predictor for a wide range of data (Asef and Farrokhrouz, 2010). In 
terms of ߶	and Es, Figure 5 also indicates that the estimated UCS of limestones is 
comparable with the null hypothesis analysis with the P-values for these two parameters 
being 0.0011 and < 0.0001, respectively. This indicates that Equation (L-3) can be 
applied to limestones of various strengths if the two key parameters, porosity and 
Young’s modulus, are available. 
 
Figure 5. The fit model of UCS-limestone based on porosity and Young's modulus. 
 
 
Based on the 108 tests to determine the ES -߶ of limestone (Figure 3), Equation 
(L-4) is established with an R2 of 0.74 (Table 4). Although Eq. (L-4) and Eq. (17) in 
Table 3 resemble each other closely in predicting ES, the latter is predominantly used for 
predicting carbonate properties. In summary, Eq. (L-4) can be used to predict the 
Young’s modulus of limestone as a function of porosity with reasonable uncertainty.  
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The scatter of the limestone data seen in Figures 1 and 2 can be attributed to the 
different geological settings of the limestone samples and the effect of diagenetic 
processes on altering rock framework and pore structure. These processes affect the 
elastic moduli of a rock and resulted in a wide range of velocities even at an unvarying 
porosity (Anselmetti and Eberli, 1993). This process is seen when porosity caused by 
moldic or vugular pores, which are rounded in shape, makes the rock stronger in 
comparison to porosity from  micro or fractures pores which  are flat in shapes (Eberli et 
al. 2003; Liu et al. 2009). 
4.2. DOLOMITE 
In terms of porosity and Young’s modulus, two empirical relations regarding 
dolomite strength have been constituted based on the dolomite data shown in Figures (1) 
and (2). Based on 56 tests performed on dolomite (Figure 1), Equation (D-1) in Table 4 
with an R2 value of 0.65 has been created to relate UCS to ߶. It can be seen in Figure 1 
that there is a wide scatter for the dolomite-data points. The scatter around the curve can 
account five times the values that can be predicted by Eq. (D-1), especially at low 
porosities (߶ ൏ 10%). For example, the UCS scatter ranges from about 60 MPa to 320 
MPa when porosity is 7% (Figure 1). In contrast, Eq. (D-1) predicts 188 MPa to be the 
strength of the dolomite at the same porosity. This indicates that there is approximately 
±120 MPa possible range of uncertainty if Eq. (D-1) is applied to cemented dolomites 
(i.e., ߶ ൑ 10%). The varying range of scatter can be attributed to the dolomitization 
process as well as the geological origins of the dolomite. A clear reduction of scatter 
around the curve can be seen with increasing ߶ (Figure 1), implying that Eq. (D-1) yields 
fairly accurate results when porosity is greater than 10%. 
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The compressive strength of dolomite has been correlated to Young’s modulus 
with these parameters being determined from 62 tests (Figure 2). Equation (D-2) showed 
that the relation has a R2 of 0.5 (Table 4).  
It is well known that a variety of parameters should be taken into account when the 
strength of dolomite is determined (Hugman and Friedman, 1979). Considering this, a fit 
model is established based on  22 tests of ߶, ES, and mean grain size ݀ ௠ (Figure 6). While 
Eq. (D-3) showed the model to have a R2 value of 0.73 (Table 4), Eq. (6) gave a R2 value 
of 0.84 (Table 2). A difference in R2 values is to be expected due to Eq. (D-3) being 
established from a much larger set of data. The effects of ߶ and ES on the UCS of 
dolomite with P-values are less than 0.0001 and equal to 0.05, respectively. In contrast, 
an ambiguous effect of ݀௠ on the strength estimatation has been observed with a 0.5 P-
value. This does not contradict the evidence that decreasing contact area at large grain 
scale makes the rock less able to withstand the applied stress, i.e. makes the rock weaker 
(Hugman and Friedman 1979; Hatzor and Palchik, 1998). The lack of mean grain size 
data in this study limits the effect that it has on the strength of dolomite (Figure 6).  
                             
Figure 6. The fit model of the combined effect of Young's modulus, porosity, and mean 
grain size on the UCS of dolomite. 
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The relationship between ES-߶ in dolomite is shown in Figure 7 based on data 
obtained from 46 tests (Figure 3). This relationship can be expressed by Eq. (D-4) and 
has a R2 of 0.72 (Table 4). This equation can be used to estimate Young’s modulus of 
dolomite based on porosity with reasonable uncertainty.  
 
Figure 7. Es of dolomite based on porosity. 
4.3. CHALK 
Figure 8 shows limited (14) tests that relate the strength of chalk to the porosity. 
Equation (C-1) estimates the fit curve to have a R2 value of 0.89 (Table 4). Although Eq. 
(C-1) and Eq. (16) in Table 2 are relatively similar in predicting the strength of chalk, 
Eq. (C-1) appears to more accurately predict the strength of chalk that is less stiff than 
cemented chalk, more particularly when porosities are greater than 20% and Young’s 
moduli less than 22 GPa. UCS and ES data for chalk has been found from 13 different 
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tests in Figure 2, as drawn in Figure 8, and used to develop Equation (C-2), which was 
found to have a R2 value of 0.93 (Table 4).  
Using a combination of ES and ߶ are also related (Eq. C-3) which yields a R2 value 
of 0.96 implying that this relationhip is more accurate at predicting the UCS values of 
chalk (Table 4).   
 
 
Figure 8. UCS of chalk based on Young’s modulus. 
 
An exponential trend line that has been established for the ES and ߶ of chalk data 
is also examined. Equation (C-4), which can be seen in Table 4 as well as Figure 3, shows 
that the curve has a R2 value of 0.73. To see whether an improved fit is achieved within 
this type of carbonate, Eq. (C-4) is compared to Eq. (20) that carried out R2 of 0.7 (Table 
3). The result of this comparison indicates that there is an improvement in predicting the 
elastic modulus of chalk, but Eq. (C-4) can only be used with moderate to porous chalks 
(i.e., ߶> 20%).  
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5. COMPARISON OF NEW RELATIONSHIPS WITH PREVIOUS 
STUDIES 
A comparative study the relationships established within this work to previously 
established relations (Tables 2 and 3) was conducted on the data in an attempt to verify 
the parameter limits for various carbonate types (limestone, dolomite, and chalk). This 
method is similar to that conducted by Chang et al. (2006)  in which the difference 
between each estimated data (e.g., UCS e) based on equations shown in Table 4, and 
actual measured data (e.g., UCS m) shown in Figures (1), (2) and (3) is calculated for the 
measured petrophysical property. The percentage of frequency distribution for each 
relationship or model is then analyzed based on the obtained values of (UCS e െ UCS 
m) and (ES e – ES m).  
5.1. LIMESTONE 
Table 2 lists previously established relationships that relate the strength of 
carbonate rocks to parameters such as compressional wave ( ௣ܸ), porosity (߶), and 
Young’s modulus (ܧ). Figures (9), (10), and (11) show the misfits between estimated 
unconfined compressive strength (UCS e) and the measured values (UCS m) of 
limestone. In terms of porosity, Eqs. (1), (4), (10), and (11) have been compared to Eq. 
(L-1) and is shown in Figure 9. One notable point that is observed from this figure is that 
both Eq. (L-1) (bold line) and Eq. (11) are relatively similar when predicting the strength 
of limestone. The predicted strength as determined by Eq. (L-1) is different than the 
predictions from Eqs. (4) and (10). This difference could be due to the fact that Eq. 4 was 
developed for carbonate rocks (Farquhar et al. 1994) while Eq. (L-1) is meant solely for 
application in limestone. For Eq. (L-1) and Eq. (10), the difference in values may be 
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because they are based on different porosities and rock-strength-ranges, as shown in 
Table 2 and Figure 1. Equation (1) fails to fit the data and shows a great difference in 
predicted values when compared to the other relationships shown in Figure 9. This 
tendency can be seen particularly for moderate to porous limestones.  
  
Figure 9. The comparison of UCS-relationships of limestone with previous 
relationships as a function of porosity.  
 
Expectedly, the overall fit data of the relationships can be increased when the 
range of (UCS e – UCS m) is extended.  In Figure 9, Eqs. (L-1), (4), (10) and (11) fit 
49%, 37%, 44%, and 50% of the measured limestone data within ±20 MPa, respectively. 
In contrast, Eq. (1) poorly estimated the strength of limestone fitting only 32% of the 
data. When the (UCS e – UCS m) range was increased to ±40 MPa, all five relationships 
showed an approximate 20% average increase in fitting the data. To figure out the 
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parameter limit of Eq. (L-1), limestone-porosity data shown in Figure (4a) has been 
separated into three sets: ߶ < 0.1, ߶ (0.1 – 0.2), and ߶ > 0.2 (Figure 9). Using these sets, 
it was determined that Eq. (L-1) fits 33%, 54%, and 65% data within ±20 MPa of (UCS 
e – UCS m), respectively. The data fits suggest that Eq. (L-1) tends to be accurate for 
predicting the strengths of porous limestones when porosity is greater than 10%. 
With respect to Young’s modulus (ES), Figure 10 shows the difference between 
Eq. (L-2) and Eq. (8) in estimating the strength of limestone. While Eq. (L-2) displayed 
a data fit of 57% within ±20 MPa of (UCS e – UCS m), Eq. (8) gave 52% fit data. To 
determine whether Eq. (L-2) is accurate over a range of ES, ES-limestone data (Figure 4b) 
has been categorized into three ranges: ES < 30 GPa, ES (30 -40 GPa), and ES > 40 GPa 
(Figure 10). From the results it is seen that Eq. (L-2) proved most accurate for less stiff 
limestone, fitting 67%, 72%, and 51% of data within ±20 MPa (UCS e – UCS m).  
   
Figure 10. The comparison of UCS-relationships of limestone with previous 
relationships as a function of Young's modulus. 
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The capability of Eq. (L-3) in predicting the strength of limestone is compared 
with Eq. (13) in Figure 11. Equation (L-3) (bold line) fits 32% of the measured limestone 
data at zero difference (i.e., UCS e – UCS m) while Eq. (13) fits 9% of the data at the 
same range. To recognize the suitable limit of Eq. (L-3), the new sub-divisions proposed 
in the previous two paragraphs for both porosity and Young’s modulus are applied and 
shown in Figure 11. The bold line represents the ability of Eq. (L-3) to fit all data within 
the model (Figure 5). As a result, Eq. (L-3) fits approximately 87% of the data within 
±30 MPa difference if it is applied to all porosity and Young’s modulus ranges, and 93% 
for all ranges of porosity with ES < 40 GPa and for all ranges of Young’s modulus with 
߶> 0.2. The results show that Eq. (L-3) can be used to estimate the strength of low to 
moderate limestones (i.e,	߶ > 0.2 and ES < 40 GPa).  
    
Figure 11. The comparison of UCS-relationships of limestone with previous 
relationships as a function of porosity and Young's modulus. 
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Tables 3 and 4 outline previous and developed relationships to estimate the elastic 
modulus of different carbonate types, respectively. Eq. (17) is compared to Eq. (L-4) for 
fitting the ES provided by the limestone data (Figure 12). It is worth mentioning that Eq. 
(17) was developed for carbonate rocks, but it is used herein for comparison because 
there is a lack of developed relations to estimate the static Young’s modulus of limestone.  
The comparison shows that both relationships yield reasonable ES predictions in terms of 
porosity. Equation (17) and Eq. (L-4) fit 77% and 80% of the data within ±10 GPa of (ES 
e – ES m), respectively.  
 
Figure 12. The comparison of Es-relationship of limestone with previous relationship. 
5.2. DOLOMITE 
The lack of available relationships for estimating the strength of dolomite has 
prevented the comparison of Eq. (D-1) with the literature in terms of porosity. To 
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determine the applicable limit of Eq. (D-1), the dolomite-porosity data in Figure 1 has 
been categorized into three sets: all ranges of porosities, ߶ < 0.1, and ߶ ൒ 0.1. From the 
three porosity sets, it is seen that Eq. (D-1) does a poor job of fitting the data within ±10 
MPa of (UCS e – UCS m). Extending (UCS e – UCS m) to ±30 MPa, Eq. (D-1) showed 
more accurate results, fitting 66%, 53%, and 83% of the data, respectively. This indicates 
that Eq. (D-1) can be used to predict low strength dolomites, especially when porosity is 
greater than or equal 10% and its prediction range (i.e., ±30 MPa) is allowable in the field 
study.    
The prediction limits of Eqs. (D-2) and (D-3) for dolomite strength are also 
examined in Figures (13) and (14) and compared to Eqs. (6) and (9) in Table 2. In Figure 
13, a scatter between Eq. (D-2) and Eq. (9) is observed when fitting the dolomite data, 
particularly when (UCS e - UCS m) is greater than ±30 MPa (i.e., cemented dolomites).  
 
Figure 13. The comparison of UCS-relationships of dolomite with previous 
relationships as a function of Young's modulus. 
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As presented in Table 2, Eq. (9) appears to have a relatively narrow limit of 
dolomite strength. In contrast to Eq. (9), Eq. (D-2) was developed from a wide range of 
dolomite data (Figure 2) which in turn makes the relation more accurate. To examine the 
applicable range of Eq. (D-2), Figure 13 outlines three sets of ES-categorization: all 
ranges of ES, ES ≤ 40 GPa, and ES > 40 GPa. Within ±30 of (UCS e – UCS m), Eq. (D-2) 
fits 44%, 69%, and 27% of the data, respectively. These results suggested the capability 
of Eq. (D-2) in predicting the strength of low to moderate-stiffness dolomites is high. 
In Figure 14, Eq. (D-3) is compared with the equation established by Hatzor and 
Palchik (1998) (Eq. 6). It is worth noting that both relationships were established from 
the same data, but Eq. (D-3) used additional dolomite data (Table 1 along with Figure 6). 
Both relationships are inaccurate at fitting strength-data within zero of (UCS e – UCS 
m), as shown in Figure 14. Extending the difference to ±30 MPa, Eq. (D-3) shows a better 
data fit of 69% compared to the 55% fit exhibited by Eq. (6).  
 
Figure 14. The comparison of UCS-relationships of dolomite with previous 
relationships as a function of porosity, Young's modulus, and mean grain size. 
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The extent of Eq. (D-4) for predicting the ES of dolomite is also examined in this 
section for three porosity ranges: all ranges of ߶ (Eq. D-4), ߶	< 0.1, and ߶ ൒ 0.1. 
Regardless of the porosity range, Eq. (D-4) had a moderately high data fit of 77% within 
±10 GPa of (ES e – ES m), proving its capability in predicting the ES in dolomites with 
wide ranges of stiffness. 
5.3. CHALK 
Figure 15 shows a comparison between Eq. (C-1) and Eq. (16) for forecasting the 
strength of chalk. It is important to note that Eq. (C-1) was created using porosities greater 
than 20% (Figure 1) while Eq. (16) utilized a porosity range of 9-45% (Faÿ-gomord et 
al. 2016). As a result, scatter is observed in fitting the correlated data to the collected data 
(Figure 15). This occurrence is shown by Eq. (C-1) fitting 93% of the data rather than the 
13% fit exhibited by Eq. (16) within ±10 MPa of (UCS e – UCS m). 
 
Figure 15. The comparison of UCS-relationships of chalk with previous relationships. 
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Figure 16 also outlines the comparison between Eq. (C-2) and Eq. (20) when 
predicting the elastic modulus of chalk in terms of porosity. Both relationships show 
scatter in fitting the data, possibly due to the same issue that are encountered when 
predicting the strength of chalk. It is seen that Eq. (C-2) fits 99% of data as compared to 
the 24% fit that resulted from Eq. (20) within ±4 GPa of (ES e – ES m). 
 






Carbonates are, in general, heterogeneous making UCS and Young’s modulus 
predictions a difficult task. In this study, empirical relations have been established in an 
attempt to relate UCS and ES with petrophysical well logs for three carbonate lithologies: 
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limestone, dolomite, and chalk. Typically, the developed relationships can be used 
regardless of the geological formation, geographic location, and rock testing. The large 
amounts of scatter shown in the carbonate data indicate the importance of examining the 
prediction range of each relationship, which should be carefully considered for various 
case studies. 
The current results support the evidence that porosity and Young’s modulus are 
consistent geomechanical indexes for developing the carbonate reservoirs. Porosity 
appears to predict the rock strength fairly accurate so long as relatively weak limestones 
and dolomites are concerned (߶ ൐0.1). For weak and porous chalks, three relationships 
appear to work well in predicting the strength of chalk when its porosity is greater than 
0.2. While Young’s modulus relations fail in moderately cemented dolomites, the 
developed relationships work well in predicting the strength of low stiffness limestones 
and chalks. Strength prediction based on ES is less straightforward than porosity 
predictions because it requires static core measurements. The results allow acoustic well 
logs to be used in determining the elastic modulus of different carbonates with an average 
R2 value of 0.73. The improvement in the determination coefficient indicates that the 
proposed relationships can provide the lower bound estimate of UCS and E of carbonates, 
which will probably reduce the required number of static tests when core samples are not 
available. 
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Probability theory has been increasingly applied to address the uncertainty of 
geomechanical parameters for prediction of allowable drilling mud weight. When 
conducting wellbore stability analysis, input parameters are estimated from well log data 
and empirical correlations. In depleted reservoirs, and deviated infill drilling, the 
uncertainty of these parameters is magnified with stress contrasts. A field case in SE Iraq, 
which highlights this issue, was studied post drilling operations, to assess the impact of 
this uncertainty in wellbore stability analysis. Sensitivity analysis showed that the 
maximum horizontal stress magnitude had the greatest effect on estimated conditions at 
failure, followed in decreasing order by internal friction angle, rock cohesion, vertical 
stress, minimum horizontal stress and pore pressure. Applying P90 as a threshold on the 
estimated minimum mud weight proved to be conservative. Field data showed wells 
drilled without observed instability issues with mud weights even below the P50 value. 
For fracture mud weight, on the other hand, the field data showed the P50 threshold for 
maximum mud weight did not prevent fluid losses. This illustrates the issue of applying 




In recent years, the traditional deterministic wellbore stability analysis (e.g., 
Anderson et al. 1973; Bradley, 1979; Aadnoy and Chenevert, 1987) has been expanded 
to include the probabilistic techniques for identifying the likelihood of instabilities (e.g., 
Morita, 1995; Mclellan and Hawkes, 1996; Moos et al. 2003; Sheng et al. 2006; Al-Ajmi 
and Al-Harthy, 2010; Aadnoy, 2011; Udegbunam et al. 2014; Gholami et al. 2015). The 
rationale of this shift is the uncertainty of many influential parameters, namely the in-situ 
state of stresses, rock strength and pore pressure. Well log measurements are a great 
contributor to this uncertainty through instrument and interpretation error (Gholami et al. 
2015). The heterogeneous nature of the geological strata is another source which may be 
produced errors in predicting formation tops prior to drilling. Carbonate reservoirs by 
nature have complex depositional environments and diagenetic processes (Chilingarian 
et al. 1992). This results in a complex pore structure in which ductile, brittle, fractured 
rocks and vugular pores may all exist within small interval. This huge variance in rock 
mechanical properties can cause drilling problems, such as differential pipe sticking, tight 
hole and lost circulation. The common lack of core samples and rock mechanical tests to 
calibrate well log based strength increases the importance of including uncertainty when 
applying empirical correlations to estimate the mechanical rock properties along the 
borehole. Also, insufficient calibration data and erroneous interpretation of in-situ 
stresses is an issue when conducting wellbore stability analysis (Aadnoy, 2011). Another 
source of error results from the assumptions of constitutive models combined with failure 
criteria to describe rock deformation and failure as resulting from applied stresses. 
However, these uncertainties are often omitted when applying deterministic models to 
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assess the output (i.e., mud weight) as a single value which is not fairly reasonable for 
post drilling planning.  
The uncertainty of necessary inputs for geomechanical modeling may be captured 
through the addition of probability theory to deterministic wellbore stability analysis. In 
this study, quantitate risk assessment (QRA) has been applied to quantify the uncertainty 
of key parameters through probability density functions instead of discrete values when 
carrying out Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS). Even though this technique is entirely 
depending on random values, it examines the likelihood of failure or success for safe 
drilling operations. A major issue with most published field studies is assumptions used 
when representing the uncertainty of input parameters without validation through 
collected field data (e.g., Al-Ajmi and Al-Harthy, 2010; Udegbunam et al. 2014). 
The main objective of this study is to develop a methodology to quantify the 
uncertainty of each input parameter for wellbore stability analysis based on field data. 
The uncertainty of input parameters was estimated from the offset well data, from 
depleted carbonate reservoirs in SE Iraq, and estimated bounds to mud weight was 
compared to field data during drilling operations. Monte-Carlo simulation was used to 
estimate bounds to static and equivalent circulating density as probability distribution 
functions rather than a discrete value. A sensitivity analysis of allowable mud weight, 
using the investigated range of uncertain parameters, is further examined to identify the 
critical parameters rather than less effective parameters, which can be regarded constants 
for subsequent uncertainty analysis. 
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2. WELLBORE STABILITY ANALYSIS BASED ON QUANTITATIVE 
RISK ASSESSMENT 
To quantitatively assess the association between the uncertain parameters and 
mud weight prediction, quantitative risk assessment (QRA) was applied. Once the 
uncertainty of key parameters is evaluated, QRA selects appropriate probability density 
functions (PDFs) to represent the uncertainty. This analysis produces response surfaces 
for minimum and maximum borehole pressures. Next, MCS was performed to generate 
histograms and PDFs (Figure 1 as an example) representing the uncertainty of minimum 
and maximum borehole pressures. 
Figure 1 presents the Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) approach for wellbore 
stability analysis, where X represents the key parameter, N introduces the number of 
uncertain parameters and Y outlines the output function by combining Bradley’s 
equations with Mogi-Coulomb failure criterion. This approach can be briefly described 
by three steps (Moos et al. 2003; Al-Ajmi and Al-Harthy, 2010; Udegbunam et al. 2014; 
Gholami et al. 2015; Plazas et al. 2015). 
 Represent the uncertainty of each input parameter by selecting appropriate 
distribution functions. 
 Apply failure criteria to the constitutive wellbore model to estimate conditions at 
failure. 
 Compile discrete outputs from each iteration to determine the response surfaces for 
critical mud weights. 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of Monte Carlo simulation for wellbore stability analysis 
(Modified from Udegbunam et al. 2014). 
 
3. AREA OF STUDY 
SE Iraq is located in the passive margin of the northeast of Arabian plate (Jassim 
and Goff, 2006). Figure 2 shows the distribution of petrophysical and mechanical 
properties along production section of SE Iraq. Normally, this section is penetrated by 
deviated wells (e.g., 44o inclination and 260o azimuth in this study) with 8 ½ inch bit and 
cased by 7 inch casing to produce from the target zone (Mishrif formation). Aside from 
the Tanuma formation, which is shaly from 2860 m to 2925 m MD (Figure 2), this section 
is mainly composed of carbonate (limestone) formations namely the Saadi, Khasib and 
Mishrif formations. 
Based on offset well data, drilling problems are the main source of NPT within 
this section. These problems vary between stuck pipe, mud losses, tight hole and 
differential pipe sticking. Most stuck pipe occurrence were observed in the Tanuma 
formation. Other problems occurred in the Mishrif formation (3004-3325 m MD in 
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Figure 2). The Mishrif is a depleted carbonate reservoir, which can be observed by the 
deflection of the pore pressure trend line at 3004 m MD in Figure 2. The depth of 3156 
m MD (2358 m TVD) was selected to examine this probabilistic approach to wellbore 
stability analysis.  
 
Figure 2. Mechanical and petrophysical properties of production section of SE Iraq. 
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4. UNCERTAINTY OF KEY PARAMETERS WITH THEIR 
APPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION 
In previous probabilistic wellbore stability studies (e.g., Al-Ajmi and Al-Harthy, 
2010; Udegbunam et al. 2014), a limited detail on the creation of the PDF for each 
uncertain parameter has been discussed. Categories of uncertainty associated with 
wellbore stability analysis are controllable and uncontrollable. The controllable errors are 
often associated with error in well logging instruments, interpretation of the results and 
lack of field data for model calibration, which require costly and time-consuming 
techniques. In contrast, the uncontrollable error is mainly related to the complexity of 
subsurface strata, for instance error in predicting formation tops prior to drilling.  
Another challenge in probabilistic approaches is associated with selecting 
appropriate density function to quantify the variance of impact parameters. While many 
density functions such as exponential, gamma and normal can be used to capture the 
distribution of continuous random variables, Williamson et al. (2006) presented that the 
triangular and uniform distributions are the preferred choices for wellbore stability 
analysis. In this study, the triangular distribution function (shown in Figure 1 along with 
the results in Table 1) was selected to fit the examined range of key parameters at 3156 
m MD. It is important to mention that if mud weight bounds are selected for an entire 
well selection, that the weakest formations will control these bounds. Therefore, 
inclusion of all formations will result in an unrealistically broad probability distribution 
for these bounds. 
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4.1. IN-SITU STRESSES 
An Andersonian in-situ state of stress is assumed, with vertical stress, and 
minimum and maximum horizontal stresses as principle stresses.  
            4.1.1. Vertical Stress. The lack of data measurements and overlapping 
subsurface strata are the main sources of vertical stress uncertainty. The vertical stress   
represents the weight of overlying formations assuming an Andersonian stress state. It 
can be determined based on Eq. 1. 
                                                            zv dzgz0                                                 (1) 
Where ρ is bulk density, z formation thickness and g gravity. Three different sources of 
errors are usually affected on vertical stress; 
a) Uncertainty due to the instrument error. 
According to Bryant et al. (2002), the instrument carries out a +/-0.015 specific gravity 
(sg) error in bulk density measurement. The effect of this error on vertical stress 
magnitude can be calculated as follow in Eq. 2.  
                                        100*%
Calculated
PredictedCalculatedyUncertaint                                    (2)    
Where the calculated value represents the vertical stress magnitude at the depth 
of interest (2358 m TVD) which is 52.7 MPa (2.28 sg, Table 1). By considering the 
instrument error (+/- 0.015 sg) on the vertical stress magnitude (2.28 sg), the result is the 
predicted range of this stress which is between 2.265 and 2.295 sg.  Hence Eq. 2 can be 
applied to get the uncertainty of vertical stress caused by instrument error to be +/-0.65%. 
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Table 1. Uncertainty in input parameters, value, minimum and maximum values used in 
QRA 




Distribution of Input Parameter  
v  2.28 7.0 T(2.12, 2.28, 2.44) 
H  1.80 20 T(1.44, 1.80, 2.16) 
h  1.55 6.0 T(1.46, 1.55, 1.64) 
 Pp 0.89 0.5 T(0.89, 0.899, 0.9) 
 So 0.33 12 T(0.29, 0.33, 0.37) 
 , rad 0.55 8.0 T(0.51, 0.55, 0.59) 
 
b) Uncertainty of formation top prediction. 
     Formation tops are often different between pre and post- drilling operations. This 
produces error in bulk density estimate, which can be accounted based on Eq. 3. 










































                           (3)   
Where i  is the formation number, n  the number of formations until the zone of 
interest, k the readings in a given formation, ρj and Dj are the bulk density measurement 
and thickness of layer j, respectively. Each term of Eq. 3 provides the thickness-weighted 
average density of formation i which can be accounted based on several subsequent layers 
js within the formation. In other words, to account the error of bulk density at formation 
i, several points (layers) should be selected at the top of the formation and at the bottom 
of previous formation i-1 and applied those points in Eq. 3. In this study, the results 
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showed that the accumulative error at the top of Mishrif formation is +/- 0.0536 sg. It is 
worth mentioning that the errors associated with vertical stress and other later uncertain 
parameters are represented in +/- to get the effect of their ranges (between minimum and 
maximum) on mud weight prediction. Because of +/- 0.0536 error in vertical stress (2.28 
sg), the resulted range of this stress is between 2.226 and 2.334 sg. The uncertainty of vσ  
magnitude is then calculated based on Eq. 2 to be +/- 2.35%, which can be attributed to 
the interrelated formation tops. 
c) Distance between each measurement.  
An offset well data of composition log analysis have been used to account for the 
overlaying weight column of rocks to the production section (2730 m MD, Figure 2). 
Hence the error due to utilizing the composition log can be accounted as follow in (Eq. 
4). 




















11()((                          (4)    
Where i  is the formation number, n  the number of formations until the top of 
production section, k the readings in a given formation, ρj and Dj are the density 
measurement based on composition log and thickness of layer j, respectively. As shown 
in Eq. 4, the thickness-weighted average density was accounted within the same 
formation i. This is to take into consideration the effect of the distance between each two 
subsequent density measurements on vertical stress magnitude. In this study, Eq. 4 
reflects a +/- 0.09 sg error in vertical stress magnitude. The range of this stress (2.28 sg) 
is then calculated to be between 2.19 and 2.37 sg which is due to the distance between 
each two density measurements. Based on Eq. 2, the uncertainty of vertical stress can be 
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accounted to be +/- 4% which is relatively higher than that calculated in previous two 
sources. As overall, the uncertainty of vertical stress as a results of three sources is +/- 
7% (Table 1). 
            4.1.2. Horizontal Stresses (Minimum and Maximum). Horizontal principle 
stress magnitude is difficult to estimate, and even more difficult to quantify the 
uncertainty of. A minimum bound to the minimum horizontal stress (Eq. 5) can be 
estimated based on linear elasticity including the Poisson’s ratio (v) as a function of pore 
pressure (Pp), Biot’s coefficient (α) and vertical stress as shown in Figure 2. However, 
the fracture closure pressure from an extended leak-off test (XLOT) or mini-frac test 
provides a more accurate estimate of the magnitude (Zoback, 2010). 
                                          PpPp
v
v
vh   )(1                                         (5) 
 
A mini-frac test was carried out in the production section of the field case. If the 
uncertainty associated with pressure gauge and interpretation of mini-frac results is 
negligible, the interpreted magnitude of minimum horizontal stress (closure pressure) 
based on offset mini-frac test is 35.8 MPa (1.55 sg) (Table 1). In this study, the linear-
elastic constitutive model (Eq. 5) has been applied for minimum horizontal stress 
estimate in which α is assumed to be 1 for brittle failure rock. The dynamic Poisson’s 
ratio (Figure 2) was calculated, based on compressional and shear wave velocities, to be 
0.2868 (Fjaer et al., 2008), which is equivalent to its static magnitude for intact rocks 
(Simmons and Brace, 1968; Cheng and Johnston, 1981). The uncertainty behind the 
compressional and shear wave measurements was considered to be negligible. By 
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applying Eq. 5, the magnitude of h  at the depth of interest is 33.5 MPa (1.45 sg). This 
produces a +/- 0.1 sg error between the interpreted and predicted values of minimum 
horizontal stress. Utilizing Eq. 2 results in a +/- 6% uncertainty of minimum horizontal 
stress (Table 1).  
The maximum horizontal stress H  is the most difficult component of stress 
tensor to be accurately estimated (Fjaer et al. 2008). In 1967, Haimson and Fairhust 
presented a study (Eq. 6) to estimate the lower limit of H for permeable formation based 
on the formation breakdown pressure BDP, rock tensile strength To, h ,   α, and Pp. 
Based on offset well data, the BDP of the Mishrif formation is 45.1 MPa (1.95 sg). By 
employing Eq. 6, the lower limit of H  magnitude is 33.1 MPa (1.43 sg).                                         



















                                           (6) 
To estimate the upper limit of H , Equation 7, which was developed by Hubbert 
and Willis (1957), has been used and showed 41.5 MPa (1.8 sg) of H magnitude (Table 
1). Mohr-Coulomb is well known to give conservative estimates of the stresses 
formations. By using it, 36 MPa is a low estimate. Hence the error of this stress is 
accounted based on the difference between two limits to be +/- 0.37 sg. This results in a 
20% (Table 1) uncertainty in the maximum horizontal stress estimate based on Eq. 2. The 
trendline for H in Figure 2 was estimated based on Peng and Zhang's correlation (2007). 
                                                     ToPpBDP Hh  3                                                      (7) 
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  The orientations of h  and H were determined based on wellbore image log. A 
clear collapse failure in E 40o S direction has been observed along the Tanuma shaly 
formation (Figure 2) indicating the orientation of h  and the index of H orientation (S 
40o W). This is in agreement with the areas tectonics in which the Arabian plate had been 
impacted by the E-W compressional tectonic movement (Numan, 2000; Jassim and Goff, 
2006). 
4.2. ROCK STRENGTH 
Formation heterogeneity and complex geologies, combined with the common 
absence of rock testing for model calibration are the main sources of uncertainty of rock 
strength. Rock strength can be estimated based on rock testing of formation core samples 
or empirical correlations. While rock testing is more reliable, coring and testing is 
expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, samples are not generally available across 
the whole section of interest. In contrast, the empirical correlations based on sonic logs 
are conventionally used which increase uncertainty, especially when rock tests for 
calibration are not available. In this study, Equation 8 (in press) has been developed to 
estimate unconfined compressive strength (in MPa) of carbonate rocks (limestone) as a 
function of porosity ( ). The results of Eq. 8 are shown in Figure 2. To include UCS 
estimate of Tanuma shale in Figure 2, empirical correlation provided by Horsrud (2001) 
has been used in this study which is not part of this uncertainty analysis. The offset well 
data of UCS of Mishrif formation is fortunately available for calibration and have shown 
27.5 MPa (1.19 sg) at 28.7% porosity. At the same porosity, Eq. 8 showed a 30.9 MPa 
(1.338 sg) of UCS magnitude. Hence the error between the predicted and exact UCS 
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values is +/- 0.148 sg. Utilizing Eq. 2 produces a +/- 12% uncertainty in UCS prediction 
(Table 1). 
                                                    44.5exp3.147 UCS                                          (8) 
The uncertainty of internal friction angle φ is also considered in this study. Within 
the field case, the provided value of φ is 31.5o (0.55 radian). Even though this value may 
be higher than that provided, it will be considered as actual measurement. In contrast, the 
Plumb's (Eq. 9) correlation (1994) is utilized, where NPHI is the Neutron porosity and 
Vshale is the volume of shale, and showed a 28.9o (0.504 radian) of φ estimate. The error 
based on two values of φ is then calculated to be +/- 0.046 radian. Hence this parameter 
carries out 8% uncertainty (Table 1) based on Eq. 2.  








VshNPHI                                       (9) 
To include the effectiveness of the uncertainty of internal friction angle on mud 
weight prediction, the cohesion of the Mishrif formation has been also calculated based 
on Eq. 10 to be 8.92 MPa (0.33 sg).  This value represents the actual value of examined 
rock which carries out the same uncertainty as UCS magnitude (Table 1). 
 
                                                 )(cos2
))(sin1(

UCSSo                                               (10) 
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4.3. PORE PRESSURE 
The absence of sufficient calibration of pore pressure may produce a wide range 
of uncertainty in wellbore stability analysis. Two methods are used in petroleum industry 
to determine the formation fluid pressure, direct and indirect. Even though the indirect 
methods are normally utilized to predict the formation fluid pressure as a function of 
ultrasonic and resistivity logs (e.g., Eaton's methods, 1969), it greatly increases the 
uncertainty of the pore pressure prediction, especially in permeable formations. On the 
other hand, direct measurement methods of pore pressure estimation (e.g., drill stem test 
(DST) and repeated formation test (RFT)) are highly accurate. In this study, the direct 
measurements of Mishrif pore pressure is providentially existence (Figures 2 and 3). As 
shown in Figure 3, a perfect correlation between pore pressure and depth can be observed 
with 0.9999 determination coefficient R2.  
 























Hence the predicted value of Pp based on the resulted equation at the depth of 
interest (2358 m TVD) is 20.87 MPa (0.903 sg). In contrast, the offset well data have 
shown a 20.77 (0.899 sg) pore pressure at the same depth (Figure 2). Hence the error in 
Pp magnitude based on two values is +/- 0.004. Based on Eq. 2, this error results in 0.5% 
uncertainty in pore pressure prediction (Table 1).  
 
 
5. MUD WEIGHT DETERMINATION 
The combination of Monte-Carlo simulation with geomechanical model not only 
provides probability distribution of allowable mud weights, but may also be used to 
examine the effectiveness of uncertain parameters on wellbore stability analysis (Sheng 
et al. 2006). Table 1 shows the mean values of input parameters with their triangle 
distributions to predict the mud weights utilizing the probabilistic approach.  
In this study, the Mogi-Coulomb failure criterion has been used to predict the 
borehole collapse failure. Practically, this criterion takes into consideration the impact of 
intermediate principal stress on rock deformation, which is a more realistic description 
of in-situ stresses effectiveness on rock strength (Al-Ajmi and Zimmerman, 2006). Also, 
Gholami et al. (2015) presented that this failure criterion in addition to Hoek-Brown 
failure criterion is more robust against the uncertainty of input parameters. The Mogi-
Coulomb failure criterion is then combined with the compressive wellbore failure model, 
which was modified by Bradley (1979) to quantify the stress concentration around the 
deviated wellbores.  
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Figure 4 presents the summary of the minimum and maximum mud pressure 
distributions based on probabilistic approach. The first point that can be observed from 
this figure is the wide scattering of mud weight prediction due to even small uncertainty 
of influential parameters. Based on the mean values of key parameters, the proposed mud 
weights to maintain the Mishrif formation from either collapsing or fracturing failures 
are 1.31 and 1.945 sg, respectively. In fact, these values represent the proposed mud 
weights based on deterministic models. However, if comparison is applied with the entire 
results of the probabilistic approach (Figure 4), then the risk behind deterministic models 
for well planning is evident. 
 
Figure 4. Distribution of (a) Minimum and (b) Maximum mud pressures. 
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6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
The proper understanding of wellbore stability analysis based on the probabilistic 
approach is not only to examine the uncertainty behind influential parameters, but also 
to recognize the most critical parameters for additional subsequent analysis. This can be 
implemented based on sensitivity analysis in which the critical parameters can be 
recognized rather than less effective parameters that can be considered constants to save 
computational time (Plazas et al. 2015). While all input parameters in this analysis 
(sensitivity) follow their mean values (i.e., constants), the examined parameter pursued 
its uncertainty range. In other words, the effectiveness of one uncertain parameter on mud 
weight prediction is investigated each running time while other influential parameters are 
considered constants.  
Figure 5 shows the summary of the QRA response surfaces in which the upper 
part represents the collapse mud pressure and the lower part introduces the fracture mud 
pressure. The notable point can be observed from this figure (upper) is that the mud 
weight prediction is less sensitive to the uncertainty range of ߪ௩, ߪ௛, and Pp magnitudes. 
This indicates little effect over the range of uncertainty, therefore less additional analysis 
is required for these parameters in subsequent uncertainty analysis. In contrast, the 
uncertainty range of ߪு, φ and So magnitudes have shown extreme influence on collapse 
mud weight prediction. While more efforts can be allocated to mitigate the uncertainty 
of both So and φ magnitudes, the estimate is still the key point that required additional 
improvement for its estimation techniques. 
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Figure 5. Response surfaces for borehole minimum (upper) and maximum (lower) mud 
pressures in sg, (all input parameters in sg, except in radian). 
The prediction of fracturing (maximum) mud pressures has also shown very low 
sensitive from the uncertainty of So, φ and Pp (Figure 5, lower part). In contrast, ߪு, ߪ௛, 
and ߪ௩ have greater effects on breakdown mud pressure prediction. To recognize how the 
mud weight prediction responds to variation of key parameters, Tornado charts (Figure 
6) have produced based on the results of Figure 5.  
 
Figure 6. Tornado chart for (a) minimum and (b) maximum mud pressures. 
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The overall analysis of these charts demonstrates the maximum horizontal stress 
uncertainty has the most influence on mud weight predictions, followed in decreasing 
order by internal friction angle, rock cohesion, vertical stress, minimum horizontal stress 
and pore pressure. 
 
7. MUD WEIGHT PREDICTION BASED ON STATISTICAL THEORY 
Figure 7 summarized the cumulative probability distributions of mud weights to 
avoid wellbore collapse and fracturing as a function of the minimum and maximum mud 
pressures, respectively. Many details can be observed in terms of this figure. Initially, the 
results of Figure (7a) showed that a 1.31 sg is the proposed mud pressure to drill the 
Mishrif formation with 50% probability of success (P-50). This probability can be 
increased to 90% (P-90) if 1.42 sg mud weight is used. In contrast with the offset well 
data, the proposed mud weight at even less than P-50 corresponds to the field mud weight 
(1.25 sg) without any breakout issues (Figure 2). The notable point can be summarized 
based on the results of Figure (7a) is that the statistical theory could be adopted in 
depleted reservoirs to prevent the wellbore from collapsing where the statistical values 
are even less than P-50 estimate.  
For preventing the fluid loss based on the fracture mud pressure estimate, Figure 
(7b) illustrates the cumulative distribution in which the upper mud pressure is 1.87 and 
1.945 sg based on P-90 and P-50 estimates, respectively. Many remarkable points can be 
observed in this figure. First, there is a 50% likelihood of tensile formation occurrence if 
the used mud weight reaches 1.945 sg. If comparing with offset well data, both formation 
breakdown pressure (1.95) and the proposed mud weight (1.945) are approximately 
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equal. This means that the fluid loss may be occurred at P-50 as a result of overcoming 
the formation fracture gradient. In other words, this threshold may not fairly well in 
depleted reservoirs in which horizontal stresses, pore pressures and rock strengths all 
vary with reservoir decline. Even if the P-90 is then considered as threshold to predict 
the upper limit of mud pressure (i.e., 1.87 sg), fluid loss may still occur due to two 
principle stress magnitudes (i.e., ߪ௛ and ߪு, Table 1).  
 





In this study, the quantitative risk assessment was used to quantify the uncertainty 
of input parameters for wellbore stability analysis. The maximum horizontal stress 
uncertainty resulted in the largest uncertainty for mud weight prediction, followed in 
decreasing order by the rock cohesion, internal friction angle, vertical stress, minimum 
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horizontal stress and pore pressure. If sufficient information can be gathered from field 
data, the errors associated with these parameters and the output predictions can be 
mitigated for safe drilling operations. However, the uncertainty of the input parameters 
may vary greatly in different fields as a result of their dependence on offset data and the 
complexity of the section of interest.  
Even though quantitative risk assessment can be used as a tool for wellbore 
stability analysis, the accuracy of the analysis is still highly dependent on the availability 
of data, and model inputs such as failure criterion, constitutive failure model and 
distribution density function.  
Moreover, the forecasting of desired mud weight based on statistical theory has 
different scenarios of success and failure. Therefore, more attention to the statistical 
values is required where the operational mud weight window is implemented for depleted 
carbonate reservoirs. For example, selecting P-50 as threshold to prevent the wellbore 
from breakout may fail in maintaining the wellbore from tensile fracturing or fluid loss 
problems. Hence, the employing statistical theory is similar to the reexamination of 
uncertain parameters in their importance for appropriate wellbore stability analysis.  
The sensitivity analysis illustrated that the uncertainty of maximum horizontal 
stress is the most critical for subsequent well planning. This emphasizes the importance 
of additional data acquisition to reduce this uncertainty over the uncertainty of the other 
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ABSTRACT 
  Formulating a prediction tool that can estimate the shear wave velocity ( ௌܸሻ	is of 
particular importance for many applications related to petrophysics, seismic, and 
geomechanics. Shear wave data can be measured from both in-situ field and laboratory 
tests. However, they are often not measured during well logging for cost and time-saving 
purposes. For this reason, various prediction methods including regression analysis and 
artificial neural networks (ANNS) can be used for predicting the shear wave velocity.        
This study was conducted on dataset taken from a producing section in SE Iraq in which 
simple systematic equations have been demonstrated to predict ௌܸ from measurable well 
logs. The results reveal that the compressional wave velocity ( ௉ܸ) is more conservative 
in predicting ௌܸ rather than bulk density. The higher value of determination coefficient 
(0.96) and the lower value of mean square error (0.0011) of ANN demonstrated that the 
ANN is more precise than regression analysis. An empirical model with high 
performance using ANN has been developed to estimate ௌܸ. Comparison of the 
developed models with the literature is then presented. The validity of the proposed 
models was successfully checked with data from another field study. This study presents 
efficient and cost-effective methods for predicting ௌܸ by incorporating measurable well 
logs as long as the rock tests and shear log measurements are not available.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
   Borehole-based rock mechanical properties are not directly measured in the 
wellbore, and thus the shear wave velocity becomes essential to relate with conventional 
well logs. Shear wave velocity has a large number of applications in petrophysical, 
seismic, and geomechanical studies (Kumar, 1976; Omnes, 1978; Greenberg and 
Castagna, 1992). There are four basic methods for determining the shear wave values in 
a reservoir: well logs, laboratory measurements, and theoretical or statistical approaches. 
Conventional well logs often measure compressional sonic waves within a section of 
interest, but shear sonic data is rarely measured because of the high cost and time taken 
to acquire the data. By nature, carbonate reservoirs can have a large variance in 
mechanical properties due to their depositional environment and complex diagenetic 
processes (Hadi et al. 2017). As a result of these variances, sufficient quantities of high 
quality core samples are rarely recovered from these reservoirs because they might be 
weak, thinly bedded, or fractured rocks (Ceryan et al. 2013). Reservoir characteristics 
such as fluid pore pressure and stress values are another inherent challenge in predicting 
shear wave values ( ௌܸሻ since they cannot be accurately simulated through laboratory 
measurements (Maleki et al. 2014). There is also a lack of theoretical models to describe 
rock elastic properties (Ameen et al. 2009). These difficulties can lead to an inadequate 
understanding of reservoir properties and potentially cause inaccuracies during wellbore 
stability analysis. To overcome these difficulties, on the other hand, there is a demand 
for a simple, inexpensive, time-saving, and high performance predication model in which 
shear wave velocities can be determined from measurable well logs. 
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   Regression analysis is one of the most predictive methods that has traditionally been 
used to correlate rock mechanical properties with other parameters (Dehghan et al. 2010). 
Many simple models have been developed to estimate the shear wave velocities by 
employing compressional velocity (Castagna et al. 1993; Brocher, 2005; Ameen et al. 
2009). Empirical predictions are highly dependent upon the amount of data collected. 
Such predictions may also be used for well planning. However, most previous 
relationships have been developed from limited core measurements and very few attempt 
to predict the ௌܸ of a field case. Many of the developed relationships consider the 
determination coefficient as a sufficient criterion to evaluate the accuracy of the empirical 
model, which may not always capture the total variation of rock independent variables. 
   Unlike statistical methods, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have become a topic 
of interest in modeling complex rock systems due to their ability to relate unknown 
parameters (Meulenkamp and Grima, 1999). A detailed history of ANNs can be found in 
several studies (Trippi and Turban, 1996, Gurney, 2009). The fundamental basis of 
ANNs is their ability to learn and generalize the behavior of a system using sets of 
connection weights (Ceryan et al. 2013). Many researchers (Maleki et al. 2014; 
Zoveidavianpoor, 2017) have shown the capability of using artificial intelligence 
methods for ௌܸ estimates. These models, however, were developed for a specific 
geographical area and there is no empirical model that can estimate ௌܸ using ANNs.   
 This study presents a regression analysis and ANN capable of predicting shear waves 
in carbonate reservoirs. The development of empirical models in which the measurable 
well logs can provide an estimation of ௌܸ will also be outlined. The results are compared 
to those in previous literature and the accuracy is verified in another field study.  
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2. DATA ANALYSIS AND METHODOLOGY  
    Data analysis is used to ensure that the relationship between input data and the 
outcome function is logical. Sonic wave data can be determined using logs or core plugs, 
yet logs provide large amounts of data and are a greater representation of a reservoir 
(Zoveidavianpoor et al. 2013). In this study, both regression analysis and ANN are 
employed to predict shear wave velocities from well logs of a productive carbonate 
(limestone) section of SE Iraq. Figure 1 shows the variation histograms with a statistical 
evaluation of the log dataset, which contains 5364 data points for each ܸ ௉, ܸ ௌ, and gamma 
ray, and 2520 data points for bulk density. While the ௉ܸ varies between 3.27 and 5.7 
km/sec, ௌܸ has a range between 1.77 and 2.95 km/sec, bulk density is between 2.18 and 
2.69 gm/cc, and gamma ray ranges from 14.4 and 120 API units. 
Figure 1. Histograms and statistical evaluations of the dataset used: (a) compressional 
wave, (b) shear wave, (c) bulk density, and (d) gamma ray. 
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Data analysis begins by determining which input parameter(s) has the most 
significant effect on the output function. To achieve this, shear wave data (Figure 1) has 
been plotted as a function of compressional waves, bulk density, and gamma ray 
measurements (Figure 2). The results indicate that ௉ܸ and bulk density prove to be the 
most significant parameters for controlling the ௌܸ trend line than gamma ray. Based on 
that, gamma ray data will be ignored in this study. 
Figure 2. Analysis of measurable well log data against shear wave velocity: (a) 
compressional wave, (b) bulk density, and (c) gamma ray. 
 
2.1. REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
It is possible to relate a set of observations, either well logs or core measurements, 
taken in the reservoir to the regression analysis outcome in order to model the output 
function. This can be done using either a simple regression analysis or a multiple 
(a) (b) (c) 
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regression analysis. The simple regression analysis often models the relationship between 
two variables. In contrast, the multiple regression analysis relies on more than one 
predictor variable and can be more accurate in appraising the shear wave data. In this 
study, both simple and multiple regression analyses are applied to the dataset of Figure 
2. 
 
2.2. REGRESSION BASED ALGORITHM (OR ARTIFICIAL NEURAL 
NETWORKS) 
In many cases, it is a challenge to know the relationship between system 
parameters, but it is possible for the ANN to simulate the system and provide the output 
function. Some networks have the ability to learn on their own and are thus known as 
unsupervised networks. Supervised networks, which are adopted in this study, consist of 
training examples, or a set of known input-output data patterns in which an inferred 
function can be produced for mapping new examples (Philip, 2001).  
Three steps in ANN models are commonly observed: training, validation, and 
testing. 
2.2.1. Training. The training process is the first modification process of the 
network in which the the internal parameters can be associated with the desired output. 
This process begins by choosing a learning algorithm. In machine learning, there are 
several algorithms including support vector machine (SVM), supervised back-
propagation neural network (BPNN), genetic algorithm (GA), and bayesian networks 
(BN), that can be used to simulate the real system. For the purpose of this study, the 
BPNN algorithm is presented, making use of the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) 
approximation (Figure 3). The BPNN algorithm was chosen because it allows iteration 
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and adjustment of the connection weights for the input, hidden, and output layers of the 
network so that the overall error of prediction can converge to a threshold minimum, 
ideally zero (Zoveidavianpoor et al. 2013; Maleki et al. 2014). The BPNN is also able to 
solve prediction problems and make them so basic (Meulenkamp and Grima, 1999). 
 
 
Figure 3. The architecture of the artificial neuron network constructed for ௦ܸ prediction. 
 
Figure 3 shows the architecture of a BPNN for shear wave prediction that 
typically consists of three layers: an input, hidden, and an output layer. Each layer is 
composed of simple, highly interconnected processing neurons. Twelve neurons have 
been used in this study and were determined based on trial and error during the 
training/learning processes. Each neuron has an adjustable weight factor (Figure 3). 
There are also constant bias values in the transfer functions to improve the convergence 
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property of the network. This means that the inputs for each neuron are multiplied by an 
adjustable weight factor of the neuron and summed together with the constant bias value. 
In this study, the tangent sigmoid function is used to get the neuron outputs by 
differentiating the outputs for both the hidden and the output layers (Philip, 2001; 
Zoveidavianpoor et al. 2013). It is also used to map an input and output within a range [-
1,1]. To briefly summarize, the steps needed for the supervised BPNN training processes: 
select the input and output parameters from a raw datasets; enter the training file into the 
network; determine the outputs for each epoch; calculate the difference between 
predicted and target outputs; and readjust the network weights until the difference 
between the network output and target is minimized.   
2.2.2. Validation. A validation process is applied is applied in this study as 
stopping criteria for the training data. This is done to ensure that overfitting does not 
occur when the network tends to memorize insignificant details of trained data, which 
results in diminishing the network’s prediction capability (Stone, 1974; Smith, 1993). To 
estimate the optimum time to stop the training process, the dataset shown in Figure 2 is 
divided into three subsets that are used to develop ANN models on an arbitrary basis: 
training, validation, and testing in the proportions of 70%, 15%, and 15%, respectively.   
2.2.3. Testing. Another dataset known as the testing set was chosen using 
supervised networks to evaluate the performance of the network at various learning 
stages (Shahin et al. 2000). When the error of the testing set increases, the training ceases. 
The testing set is similar to the training set but with different simulants. 
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3. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS EMPIRICAL RELATIONSHIPS  
   Table 1 presents a number of relationships that have been reported for predicting 
shear waves from compressional waves. The unit of ௌܸ and ௉ܸ is km/sec. Castagna et al. 
(1993) presented one of the most widely used relationships (Eq. 1) to predict the ௌܸ of 
limestone. In addition, Brocher (2005) introduced a nonlinear relationship (Eq. 2) to 
determine ௌܸ with R2 of 0.97. However, this equation was fit using various lithologies 
and can only be used if the compressional wave ranges between 1.5 and 7.5 km/sec. 
Based on an analyses of 400 core plugs from the Arab-D carbonate reservoir, Ameen et 
al. (2009) developed a new fit curve (Eq. 3) to calculate ௌܸ pseudo logs from in-situ ௉ܸ 
logs with a determination coefficient of 0.87. 









Castagna et al. 1993 െ0.05509 ∗ ௉ܸଶ ൅ 1.0168 ∗	 ௉ܸ െ 1.0305  1 
Brocher 2005 0.7858	– 	1.2344 ∗ 	 ௉ܸ ൅ 0.7949 ∗	 ௉ܸଶ െ 0.1238 ∗	 ௉ܸଷ
൅ 0.006 ∗ 	 ௉ܸସ 
0.97 2 





4. PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
To determine the prediction capacity of the developed models, two error-based 
metrics including the coefficient of determination (R2) and the mean square error (MSE) 
are found for each model. Eqs. 4 and 5 are used to calculate R2 and MSE, respectively, 
where ݊ is the amount of data points in the training, validation, or testing subsets of step 
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݅; ݉ ௜ and ݌௜	are the simulated and observed values at step ݅ , respectively; and ݉ഥ  and ݌̅	are 
the mean and standard deviation of the observed values, respectively. 
                                                                ܴଶ ൌ 	 ∑ ሺ௠೔ି	௠ഥሻሺ௣೔ି௣̅ሻ೙೔సబ
ට∑ ሺ௠೔ି௠ഥሻమ	ሺ௣೔ି	௣̅ሻమ೙೔సబ
                                                                            (4) 
 




5. RESULTS  
5.1. PREDICTION OF ࢂ࢙ BASED ON REGRESSION ANALYSIS  
The raw dataset in Figure 2 was subjected to simple and multiple regression 
analyses. Applying a simple regression analysis on Figures (2a) and (2b) results in 
polynomial regression curves (Eqs. 6 and 7) where ௌܸ	can be predicted from ௉ܸ and bulk 
density, respectively. Table 2 shows the results of the simple regression analysis and 
includes R2 and MSE. An R2 of 0.89 and MSE of 0.0058 are obtained between ௌܸ and ௉ܸ 
(Eq. 6). In contrast, the performance indices of Eq. 7, as a function of bulk density, were 
found to be 0.71 and 0.011 for R2 and MSE, respectively. The results show that ௉ܸ is a 
more reliable parameter for estimating ௌܸ than bulk density. If the results are comparable 
to those obtained from Eqs. (1) and (3) (Table 1), there is an improvement in the ௌܸ 
estimate (i.e., high R2 of Eq. 6). Even though the R2 for Eq. 2 (0.97) is higher than those 
obtained within this study (0.89), considering two performance criteria (R2 and MSE) 
can increase the validation of the ௌܸ	estimate based on simple regression analysis. 
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0.25628 ൅ 0.4764 ∗ Vp െ 0.018266







ρ୆୳୪୩ (gm/cc) െ1.10083 ൅ 1.387 ∗ 	ρ୆୳୪୩ െ 0.9522
∗ ሺρ୆୳୪୩ െ 2.42497ሻଶ 
0.71 0.0110 7 
Vp	and	ρ୆୳୪୩ 0.1206+0.4404* Vp+0.1215* ρ୆୳୪୩	
 
0.914 0.0036 8 
 
 
In multiple regression analysis, the two datasets in Figure 2 ( ௉ܸ and ρୠ୳୪୩) were 
considered for inclusion to improve the accuracy of ௌܸ prediction. Figure 4, which 
corresponds to Eq. 8 (Table 2), shows improvements in R2 and MSE predictions with a 
R2 of 0.914 and MSE of 0.0036 when ρୠ୳୪୩ is incorporated into the output function. Even 
though the P-values of both ௉ܸ and ρୠ୳୪୩ are less than 0.0001, which indicate the 
significant effect of these input parameters on ௌܸ trend lines, ௉ܸ is more important than 
ρୠ୳୪୩ in ௌܸ estimations (Figure 4). 
  
Figure 4. Fit model of shear wave prediction based on multiple regression analysis. 
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5.2. PREDICTION OF ࢂ࢙ BASED ON ANN 
In this section, the dataset in Figure 2 has been selected for generating an ANN 
model. MATLAB code was used in the application of the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm-based ANN model (LM-ANN). The assessment of the network’s performance 
was verified using R2 and MSE that was obtained during training and validation 
processes. When plotting the predicted shear wave (output), which is determined using 
௉ܸ, versus the actual shear wave (target) (Figure 5), the R-values of the ANN model are 
0.972 (R2=0.94) and 0.974 (R2=0.95), and the MSE-values are 0.0027 and 0.0026 for the 
training and validation datasets, respectively. This demonstrated that ANN is more 
accurate than regression analysis (Table 1).  
 
Figure 5. Cross-plot of predicted and actual ௌܸ based on ௉ܸ. 
 
 
  Figure 6 shows the ANN predicted values of ௌܸ that found using bulk density 
versus the actual values. In this figure, the R-values are equal to 0.874 (R2=0.76) and 
0.879 (R2=0.77) and the MSE values are equal to 0.0061 and 0.0065 for the training and 
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validation datasets, respectively. Comparing these values with the results of the simple 
regression analysis (Eq. 7) shows an improvement in ௌܸ estimate when the ANN model 
is used.  
 
Figure 6. Cross-plot of predicted and actual ௌܸ based on bulk density. 
 
5.3. EMPIRICAL MODEL FOR ࢂࡿ ESTIMATE USING ANN 
Figure 7 shows cross plots comparing measured and predicted ௌܸ	for all datasets 
using ANN. It shows a high R of 0.98 (R2=0.96) and a low MSE of 0.0011 for all data 
(Figure 7d). While the R and MSE for training datasets are 0.982 (R2=0.964) and 0.0011, 
they are 0.976 (R2=0.95) and 0.0012 for validation datasets, and 0.976 (R2=0.95) and 
0.0011 for testing datasets, respectively (Figure 7). This showed the superiority of the 
LM-ANN model in predicting ௌܸ as compared to the multiple regression analysis.  
The greatest difference between previous studies and those presented within this 
work is the development of an empirical model using the ANN method. In this study, an 
empirical model based on weights and biases associated with the input layer/hidden layer 
and hidden layer/output layer has been developed by incorporating the dataset shown in 
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Figure 2. Before presenting the input-output data to the LM-ANN model, all the datasets 
were normalized between the ranges [-1, 1] using Eq. 9, where ܺ௡௢௥௠ is the normalized 
value of input parameter, ܺ is the input parameter, and ܺ௠௜௡ and ܺ௠௔௫	are the minimum 
and maximum values of input parameters, respectively. 
                                               ܺ௡௢௥௠ ൌ 2 ∗ ቀ ௑ି	௑೘೔೙௑೘ೌೣି	௑೘೔೙ቁ െ 1		                                      (9) 
 
Figure 7. Cross-plot of predicted and actual ௌܸ for training (a), validation (b), testing (c), and all (d) datasets. 
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Equation 10 along with Table 3 shows the weights and biases of the neurons of 
the empirical model, where ݊ is the normalized value, ݅	is the index for neurons, ݓଵ೔  is 
the weights between input and hidden layers for neuron	݅, ݓଶ೔ is the weights between 
hidden and output layers for neuron ݅, ܾଵ is the bias between input and hidden layers of 
neural network, and ܾଶ is the bias between hidden and output layers of neural network 
(Figure 3):  
                                	ܸݏ௡ ൌ 	 ൤∑ ݓଶ೔ ∗ ሺ ଶଵା௘షమሺೢభ೔,భ∗	ೇ೛೙శ	ೢభ೔,మ∗	ഐ೙శ್భ೔ሻ
ே௜ୀଵ െ 1ሻ൨ ൅	ܾଶ                 (10) 
Table 3. Weights and biases of proposed ANNs model 
Hidden Layer 
Neurons (݅) 
ݓଵ೔ ݓଶ೔ ܾଵ೔ ܾଶ 
1 0.7878 -3.18695 0.14264 5.05426 -3.6148 
2 -0.0489 -2.4243 -0.20765 4.95452  
3 -2.641 12.8275 0.066397 -15.1287  
4 0.05777 -3.24 -0.18119 6.99017  
5 1.5386 -7.7135 0.068 12.4096  
6 3.0301 27.4737 -0.001997 -79.258  
7 13.6195 8.4454 -0.00125 -76.087  
8 0.3351 2.6892 0.112111 -7.385  
9 2.469 -12.777 0.02539 21.153  
10 0.6595 -6.6894 -0.5683 12.759  
11 -0.0728 -5.0202 0.08032 13.864  
12 -0.2941 0.7819 -5.2727 -2.4953   
 
  To summarize the steps needed to apply the described ANN (Eq. 10): normalize 
each input parameter (i.e., ௉ܸ and bulk density) and output parameter (i.e., ௌܸ) using Eq. 
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9, apply Eq. 10 to obtain ܸݏ௡	in normalized form using weights and biases given in Table 
3, and then convert the values of ܸݏ௡ to the real values ( ௌܸ) using Eq. 9. 
5.4. PERFORMANCE OF PREDICTIVE METHODS 
To test whether an improvement is achieved in ௌܸ prediction, Figure 8 was used to 
make a comparison for prediction performance among the developed models. The bar 
shapes are used to show how R2 and MSE change when using regression analysis and 
ANN methods. Table 2 presents the performance metrics of the regression analysis. For 
ANN, these metrics are chosen by combining all datasets together (Figure 7d). This 
means that instead of dealing with the results from each data individual subset (i.e., either 
training, validation, or testing), the selected values of R2 and MSE in Figure 8 are 
obtained by fitting all datasets.  
 








































The lower MSE (0.0011) value and the higher the R-square (0.96) demonstrate that 
ANN outperforms other methods when two parameters ( ௉ܸ and ρୠ୳୪୩) are considered in 
the ܸ ௌ estimate. Furthermore, the prediction based on multiple regression analysis is more 
accurate (R2 of 0.914 and MSE of 0.0036) than simple regression analysis (R2 of 0.89 
and 0.71, and MSE of 0.0058 and 0.011) for compressional wave and bulk density, 
respectively. The results show that ANN yields better shear wave predictions than 
regression analysis.  
 
5.5. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED MODELS WITH PREVIOUS 
RELATIONSHIPS 
In this section, a comparative study of new relationships with previous 
relationships (Table 1) was conducted on the database shown in Figure 2. Figure 9 
summarizes the overall fit curves between actual and predicted values of ௌܸ in which all 
equations show close agreement with actual log data. For example, Eqs. (6, 7, 8, and 10) 
prove to be conservative in predicting ௌܸ of carbonate (limestone) reservoirs.  
This is clearly observed when all of the curves pass through the lower and upper 
limits of the actual ௌܸ measurements (Figure 9). However, Eq. 7 underestimates ௌܸ when 
the bulk density is greater than 2.55 gm/cc. Although two previous relationships (Eqs. 2 
and 3) demonstrate an under and/or overestimation of ௌܸ, as observed from the up/down 
deviation of their fit curves at the lower and upper limits of the actual ௌܸ, the developed 





Figure 9. Comparison between current and previous relationships for ௌܸ estimate. 
 
 
5.6.  VALIDATION OF EMPIRICAL MODELS IN ANOTHER FIELD STUDY 
   Another set of field data from a producing section in SE Iraq has been selected to 
verify the accuracy of the proposed models in predicting ܸ ௌ using conventional well logs. 
Aside from the Tanuma formation, which is shaly from 2252 to 2307 m MD (Figure 10), 
the producing section is composed primarily of carbonate (limestone) formations. Figure 
10 shows the continuous profiles of the actual and predicted shear wave velocities in 
which all developed equations (Eqs. 6, 7, 8, and 10) have shown a fairly accurate 
prediction of ௌܸ along the whole section. Varying amounts of scatter between predicted 
and actual ௌܸ values can be observed at different depths (Figure 10). This scatter is to be 
expected since carbonate reservoirs are, in general, heterogeneous due to their complex 
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depositional environment and diagenetic processes. These processes and associated 
changes in the rock framework and pore structure affect the elastic moduli of a rock, and 
thereby result in a wide velocity range even with unvarying porosity (Anselmetti and 
Eberli, 1993). 
       




















































There is also a lack of ௌܸ	prediction against Tanuma formation, especially by Eq. 7, 
which indicates that the proposed relationships fail to predict shear wave velocities in 
shale formations. Although the predictions obtained from Eqs. 6, 7, and 8 seem to be 
more reasonable than those from Eq. 10, thus confirming that ANN is able to model rock 
property variations. Other factors such as resistivity and pore type are important and 
should be considered in subsequent ௌܸ predictions using ANN. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
  Nondestructive measuring of shear wave velocity in carbonate reservoirs using 
regression analysis and ANN is proposed within this study. The results are different in 
detail from previous works in that two field case studies have been used to correlate and 
validate shear waves to conventional well logs. In addition, two performance criteria, R2 
and MSE, are used to evaluate the accuracy of the developed models.  
 The results show that regression analysis and ANN are well matched to well log data 
in predicting ௌܸ of carbonate (limestone) reservoirs. ANN appears to be more accurate 
than the regression analysis as indicated by a higher R2 (0.96) and lower MSE (0.0011). 
With respect to the input parameters, compressional wave velocity is better at predicting 
shear wave velocity than bulk density. Using these two parameters together, however, 
can improve the precision of predictive methods. Comparing the current results to those 
obtained from previous literature shows a better agreement between ௌܸ estimates and in-
situ log data. When bulk density is greater than 2.55 gm/cc, Eq. 7 underestimates of ௌܸ. 
 Another set of field data proves the accuracy of two types of predictive methods (i.e., 
ANN and regression analysis) in determining ௌܸ from conventional well logs. Although 
the methods presented within this work appear to predict ௌܸ fairly close to actual values, 
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none of these methods are capable of making a perfect estimation of ௌܸ. This can be 
attributed to the natural heterogeneity of carbonate rocks, which may influence their 
elastic moduli. This leads to a wide velocity range that may be present even with 
unvarying porosity. This study presents reliable and valuable predictive methods for ௌܸ 
determination using conventional well logs that can be applied when rock tests and shear 
log measurements are not available. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
     In this section, the overall conclusion and summery of the key findings of this 
study with recommendations for future work are presented. 
4.1. CONCLUSIONS  
In this dissertation, the heterogeneity of carbonate mechanical properties has been 
characterized, classified, and correlated with petrophysical well logs, based on a database 
collected from the literature and with data from actual offset wells. A new set of relations 
was developed to estimate UCS and Es of different carbonate types from petrophysical 
properties. Even for a given petrophysical property (e.g., porosity), the scattering around 
each presented curve shows the importance of examining the suitable limits of each 
developed relation. The developed relations were compared with literature.  
The quantitative risk assessment (QRA) was quantitatively assessed through 
actual field data to quantify the uncertainty of geomechanical parameters in which 
sufficient mud weights were estimated under uncertain conditions. The investigated 
geomechanical parameters include in-situ stresses, rock strength, internal friction angle, 
and pore pressure. The results were compared with mud weights used in the field to 
evaluate the causes of observed instability issues. Two prediction tools, including 
regression analysis and artificial neural networks (ANNs), were conducted through field 
data to provide a better estimation of shear wave velocities in carbonate reservoirs from 




Based on this work the following conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) Carbonate reservoirs are among the most difficult types of reservoirs to be 
characterized. This can be attributed to their unique depositional environment and 
complex diagenetic processes, which result in alteration in the rock texture, and 
thus heterogeneity in their mechanical properties.  
(2) The normalized axial stress-normalized axial strain curves reveal that all 
carbonates behave the same (i.e., brittle) and justify Hook’s law of elastic theory 
under uniaxial compressive tests; however, some rocks undergo ductile 
deformation even at low confining pressures.    
(3) The strength order of carbonate types is dolomite, limestone, marble, and chalk. 
Under confining pressure, dolomite is a strong rock and only follows moderate 
ductility at the highest pressures. Limestone is intermediate in strength and follows 
brittle-ductile deformation, depending on confining pressure and the degree of 
compaction. In contrast, marble is ductile even at low confining pressures, and 
chalk is among the most ductile of rocks observed. 
(4) The starting point of transition failure is largely different between carbonate types 
and is highly controlled by rock compaction and mineral composition. This means 
that the transition pressure is higher in stronger rocks than weaker rocks. 
(5) Carbonate rocks become stronger and more ductile with confining pressure. In this 
regard, general strength-pressure relationships were developed to distinguish the 
carbonate deformation (i.e., brittle, transition, or ductile) for a given confining 
pressure.  
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(6) The maximum shear stress (߬௠ሻ of carbonates can be predicted for a given mean 
stress (ߪ௠ሻ.	Within each carbonate type, the curves of (߬௠ െ ߪ௠) tend to be the 
same, but they are different between carbonate types. 
(7) The proposed engineering classification, which is established based on wide 
ranges of UCS and Es, can be used to estimate the lower bound of the carbonates’ 
drillability and deformability.  
(8) Two relationships have been developed in this study to estimate the internal 
friction angle of limestone and dolomite based on their strengths.    
(9) Even though coring and rock testing are the ideal methods used to determine rock 
mechanical properties, the discrete data measurements of rock testing and the rare 
high quality of carbonate samples (i.e., weak, thinly bedded, and highly fractured) 
showed the importance of using empirical approaches to determine these 
properties from measurable conventional well logs.  
(10) Porosity and Young’s modulus are consistent geomechanical indexes for 
estimating UCS of carbonates; however, Young’s modulus is less straightforward 
than porosity predictions because it generally requires static core measurements 
or frequency conversation. 
(11) Porosity appears to predict the rock strength fairly accurate so long as relatively 
weak limestones and dolomites are concerned (߶ ൐0.1). 
(12) For weak and porous chalks, three relations appear to work well in predicting the 
strength of chalk when its porosity is greater than 0.2. 
(13) This study allows acoustic well logs to be used in determining the elastic modulus 
of different carbonates with an average R2 value of 0.73. 
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(14) Porosity is not the only unique factor controlling the mechanical behavior; other 
factors such as rock texture with the mineral composition, pore structure, and grain 
size may also influence the carbonate deformation. 
(15) The proposed UCS and E-relationships can be used to provide continuous 
mechanical log measurements along the borehole from measurable well logs (i.e., 
porosity); however, the uncertainty range of each relationship may differ with 
different case studies and should be carefully considered when the carbonate tests 
are not available for calibration. For example, Eq. L-1 carried +/-12% uncertainty 
in SE Iraq. 
(16)  The quantitative risk assessment (QRA) is an efficient tool to capture the 
different scenarios of success and failure of wellbore stability analysis, due to the 
uncertainty of geomechanical parameters.  
(17)  The sensitivity analysis showed that the maximum horizontal stress had the 
greatest effect on estimated conditions at failure, followed in decreasing order by 
internal friction angle, rock cohesion, vertical stress, minimum horizontal stress, 
and pore pressure.  
(18)  The uncertainty of these parameters may vary greatly in different fields, and they 
are still highly dependent on the availability of data, and model inputs such as 
failure criteria, constitutive models, distribution density functions, and 
interpretation of output predictions. 
(19)  More attention to the statistical values is required where the operational mud 
weight window is implemented against depleted carbonate reservoirs. For 
example, considering P50 as a threshold on the estimated minimum mud weight 
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prediction proved to be conservative based on offset well data. For fracture mud 
weight, on the other hand, the field data showed the P50 threshold for maximum 
mud weight did not prevent fluid losses. 
(20)  Prediction tools including regression analysis and ANN proved to be 
conservative in predicting the shear wave velocity from measurable well logs.  
(21)  The compressional wave velocity is more conservative in predicting the shear 
wave velocity than the bulk density measurements.  
(22)  The lower value of MSE (0.0011) and the higher value of the R2 (0.96) of ANN 
demonstrated that ANN outperforms regression analysis in predicting ܸݏ.  
(23) The bulk density measurements show poor estimate of ܸݏ when its value is 
greater than 2.55 gm/cc. 
(24)  The validity of the proposed models for shear wave prediction indicates that none 
of proposed methods are capable of making a perfect determination of ௌܸ. This 
can be attributed to the heterogeneity in the mechanical properties of carbonate 
rocks.   
4.2. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Even though a large dataset was conducted from the literature to investigate the 
influence of confining pressure on carbonate strength, the influence of other factors was 
beyond the scope of this study. Such factors are strain rate, stress history, 
loading/unloading path of static Young’s modulus, temperature, and acoustics, in 
addition to the determination of pre- and post- rock deformation, from which predictive 
relationships can be derived for carbonate mechanical properties.  
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For a given porosity, there was wide scattering in the carbonate mechanical 
properties. This supports the evidence that porosity is not the only unique factor 
controlling the mechanical properties; other factors, including rock texture with the 
mineral composition, and grain size, are also required to be examined in future work.  
The engineering classification was established based on a wide range of two 
important mechanical characteristics: rock strength and Young’s modulus. Other factors, 
including maximum axial strain and bulk density, were not addressed in this study but 
may mitigate the wide scatter of modulus ratios. 
Note that the strength-relations of chalk were developed based on a limited 
database, and it was specific to porous chalks. In addition, a limited range of mean grain 
size of dolomite was utilized in the predictive model. Hence, future work can be extended 
to establish new relations with wide range of applicability.  
Wellbore stability analysis based on probabilistic theory was evaluated through 
offset well data by quantifying the uncertainty range of in situ stresses, rock strength, and 
pore pressure. This work can be extended to investigate other errors through which 
uncertainties arise in wellbore stability analysis. Some of these errors are: assumptions 
of failure criteria and constitutive models, accuracy of pore pressure measurements based 
on indirect methods, a possible range of closure pressure in interpreting the mini-frac 
tests, and assumption of Biot’s constant. In this study, only one distribution function 
(triangular) was used to quantify the uncertainty range of geomechanical parameters. In 
future work, different distribution functions can be employed to quantify the variance of 
geomechanical parameters along the borehole, which will probably reduce the 











































Blair 1 BL1 Dolomite 500 43.91 106.3 Brace 1964 
Blair 2 BL2 Dolomite 340 46.96 67.02 Robertson 1955 
Clear Fork  CF Dolomite 238 27.35 72.42 Handin & Hager 1957 
Fusselman  FUD Dolomite 148 35.68 37.96 Handin & Hager 1957 
Glorieta GL Dolomite 82 20.39 28.49 Handin & Hager 1957 
Hasmark (I) HAI Dolomite 130 9.994 54.54 Handin &Hager 1957 
Hasmark (T) HAT Dolomite 130 23.69 42.45 Handin & Hager 1957 
Luning  LU Dolomite 60 33.40 16.15 Handin & Hager 1957 
Webatuck WE Dolomite 140 40.29 32.42 Brace 1964 
Becraft  BE Limestone 100 24.08 32.41 Robertson 1955 
Devonian  DE Limestone 80 18.64 28.71 Handin & Hager 1957 
Fusselman  FUL Limestone 40 18.76 14.33 Handin & Hager 1957 
Marianna  MA Limestone 40 25.37 12.65 Handin & Hager 1957 
Moca  MO Limestone 77 38.50 18.56 Descamps et al. 2012 
New Scotland NS Limestone 125 39.32 29.59 Robertson 1955 
Soignies SO Limestone 170 31.56 47.53 Descamps et al. 2012 
Solenhofen 1 SO1 Limestone 340 16.20 127.6 Heard 1960 
Solenhofen 2 SO2 Limestone 265 29.36 77.48 Robertson 1955 
Sorcy  SOR Limestone 44 6.606 19.59 Descamps et al. 2012 
Tavel TA Limestone 180* 17.93 65.46 Vajdova et al. 2004 
Wells Station WS Limestone 130 33.61 34.84 Mogi 1966 
Wolfcamp  WO Limestone 83 30.36 23.78 Handin & Hager 1957 
Carrara  CA Marble 110 35.40 28.38 Karman 1911 
Danby DA Marble 48 25.39 15.17 Robertson 1955 
Mito 2 (fine) MI2 Marble 73 7.71 31.89 Mogi 1965 
Mito (medium) MIM Marble 75 20.26 26.12 Mogi 1964 
Rutland White RW Marble 40 22.02 13.48 Robertson 1955 
Wombeyan WOM Marble 69 18.52 24.82 Paterson 1958 
Yamaguchi (Coarse) YMC Marble 48 7.885 20.90 Mogi 1964 
Yamaguchi (Fine) YMF Marble 65 21.67 22.05 Mogi 1964 
Yule (I) YUI Marble 40 12.45 18.07 Handin & Hager 1957 
Austin AU Chalk 23 33.05 6.236 Blanton 1981 
Danian  DAN Chalk 10 24.31 3.227 Blanton 1981 
* Value is taken from Zhu et al. 2010. 
















Mersin/Tarsus, Osmaniya/Bahe, Hatay, Gaziantep Dolomite Yasar & Erdogan 2004 (D) YED 
Aminadav Dolomite Hatzor & Palchik 1998 HP 
Amindava, Yagur, Beit-Meir Dolomite Palchik 2011 (D) PD1 
Yarka Dolomite Palchik 2013 (D) PD3 
Bonne Terre, Collingwood, Flamboro I, Flamboro II, Milton Dolomite Prasad et al. 2009 (D) PED 
Bahce, Darica Dolomite Kahraman et al. 2000 (D) KED 
Tenn. Dolomite Wuerker 1956 (D) WD 
Blair 1 Clear Fork, Fusselman, Hasmark (I) and (T) , Luning Dolomite Handin & Hager 1957 (D) HHD 
Multiple formations Dolomite Carmichael 1982 (D) CAD 
Multiple formations Dolomite Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (D) LVD 
Solnhofen 1, Wells Station, and Becraft Limestone Mogi 1966 ML 
Cordoba Cream Limestone Azeemuddin et al.1994 AE 
Adana/Ceyhan, Karaisali, Pozant, and Kozan, Hatay Limestone Yasar & Erdogan 2004 (L) YEL 
Indiana, Tavel Limestone Vajdova et al. 2004 VE 
Bina, Sakhnin, Nekorot, Kiryat-Shmone, Sorek, Yarka Limestone Palchik 2011 (L) PL1 
Indiana, Toral De Los Vados Limestone Walton et al. 2015 (L) WEL 
Yanuach, Bina1 Limestone Palchik 2013 (L) PL3 
Soignies, Moca, Sorcy Limestone Descamps et al. 2012 DE 
Solnhofen Limestone Renner & Rummel 1996 RR 
Lavoux Limestone Zinsmeister et al. 2012 ZEA 
Majella Limestone Baud et al. 2009 BE 
Carthage, Indiana, Kingston, Solnhofen Limestone Prasad et al. 2009 (L) PEL 
Asmari and Sarvak Limestone Najibi et al. 2015 NE 
Multiple formations Limestone Matsui & Shimada 1993 MS 
Multiple formations Limestone Karakus et al. 2005 KEA 
LA (1-5), LB (1-5), LC (1-5), LD (1-5), and LE (1-5) Limestone Çobanoǧlu & Çelik 2008 CC 
Multiple formations Limestone Demou et al. 1983 DE 
K-1A, K-1B, K-1C, K-1D, K2-A, K2-B, K2-C, K2-D, K(1-14) Limestone Zarif & Tuǧrul 2003 ZT 
Limestone 1,2,3 Limestone Kılıç & Teymen 2008 KT 
Pozanti, clayed limestone, Emet, Erikli, Adana, Darica Limestone Kahraman et al. 2000 (L) KEL 
Sivrihisar, Burdur, Bilecik, and Sogut Limestone Ersoy & Atici 2007 EA 
Devonian, Fusselman , Wolfcamp Limestone Handin & Hager 1957 (L) HHL 
Multiple formations Limestone Carmichael 1982 (L) CAL 
Multiple formations Limestone Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (L) LVL 
Multiple formations Limestone Zhu et al. 2010 ZE 
Multiple formations Limestone Wuerker 1956 (L) WL 
Osmaniye, Elazıg, Afyon, Mersin/Tarsus Marble Yasar & Erdogan (2004) YEM 
Carrara Marble Walton et al. 2015 (M) WEM 
Marble (Md.), White (Nev.), PYROXENE, mixed rock (N.Y.) Marble Wuerker 1956 (M) WUM 
Multiple formations Marble Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (M) LVM 
Calcareous and dolomitc, and Kerogennavroud (Colo.)  Marlstone Wuerker 1956 (MA) WM 
Multiple formations Marlstone Basarir et al. (2000) BEA 
Soma (Isiklar), Seyitomer, Tuncbilek (panel 36 and Beke), Erikli Marlstone Kahraman et al. 2000 (M) KEM 
Multiple formations Marlstone Lama & Vutukuri 1978 (MA) LVMA 
Adulam Chalk Palchik 2011 (C) PC1 
Adulam Chalk Palchik 2013 (C) PC3 
Austin and Danian Chalk Blanton 1981 BI 




Figure A.1. A UCS-database of carbonate rocks plotted as a function of porosity 
(dolomite, square; limestone, open circle; marble, closed circle; marlstone, open 
rectangular; and chalk, star). 
 
 




Figure A.3. A ݒ-database of carbonate rocks plotted as a function of porosity. 
 




















































Appendix B: Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion and Elastic Properties 
 
B-1. Mohr-Coulomb Failure Criterion 
 
                                     
Figure B.1. Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion. 
 
߬ ൌ ܵ݋ ൅ ߪ௡ tan߮                                                                                                                                             1b 
Where 
 ߪ௡ ൌ 	 ଵଶ	ሺߪଵ െ	ߪଷሻ ൅	
ଵ
ଶ	ሺߪଵ െ	ߪଷሻܿ݋ݏ	2ߠ  and        ߬ ൌ
ଵ
ଶ ሺߪଵ െ	ߪଷሻ sin 2ߠ 
	σଵ ൌ 	UCS ൅ m	σଷ                                                                                                                                          2b 
Where   ݉ ൌ ଵାୱ୧୬∅ଵିୱ୧୬∅        or   	߮ ൌ 	 ݏ݅݊ିଵሺ	
௠ିଵ
௠ାଵ	ሻ                                                                                   3b 
 ܷܥܵ ൌ 	 ଶ	ௌ௢ ୡ୭ୱ∅ଵିୱ୧୬∅                                                                                                                                       4b                          
 
B-2. Elastic Properties  
Bulk Modulus    ܭ ൌ 	 ாଷሺଵିଶ௩ሻ                                                                                          5b                          
Shear Modulus ܩ ൌ 	 ாଶሺଵା௩ሻ                                                                                             6b                        
Poisson’s ratio  ݒ ൌ 	 ଴.ହିሺ௩ೞି	௩೛ሻమଵିሺೡೞೡ೛ሻమ
                                                                                    7b 




























Appendix C: Derivation of UCS-࣐	Relatioships of Carbonates 
   For limestone, Eq. (1c) can be extracted from Figure 11 with determination 
coefficient (R2) of 0.95.  
ܷܥܵ ൌ 21.63 ൅ 2.662 ∗ ܵ݋	                                                                                                                         1c 
   By rearranging Eq. (4b) in Appendix B and substituting into Eq. (1c), Eq. (5) can be 
derived to estimate the internal friction angle ሺ߮ሻ of limestone as a function of UCS. 
ܷܥܵ ൌ 	 ଶଵ.଺ଷ	 ୡ୭ୱఝሾୡ୭ୱఝିଵ.ଷଷଵ	ሺଵିୱ୧୬ఝሻሿ                                                                          5 
  Similarly, Eq. (2c) has been conducted from Figure 11 to relate the strength of 
dolomite with its cohesion (So) with R2 of 0.9. 
ܷܥܵ ൌ 	െ48.15 ൅ 4.808 ∗ ܵ݋	                                                                                                                   2c 
 By using the same steps as in limestone, Eq. (4c) has been derived to estimate the ߮ 
of dolomite as a function of UCS. 
ܷܥܵ ൌ ସ଼.ଵହ	 ୡ୭ୱఝሾଶ.ସ଴ସ	ሺଵିୱ୧୬ఝሻିୡ୭ୱఝሿ                                                                                             6 
 
 Where the proposed relations can be used to determine ߮ (in degrees) by using the 
concept of finding the correct input (߮) when only the output is given (UCS), which is 
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